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Abstract 
Pattern matching is not only a fundamental but also a time-consuming task in the 
field of image processing. Many literatures have been proposed to speed up the 
matching process. Recently, Hel-Or et al. proposed a novel pattern matching 
algorithm in Walsh Hadamard (WH) domain. Their notion is to early reject most of 
mismatch candidates by projecting the sought pattern and its candidates onto WH 
domain, so a large amount of computational intensive operations can be avoided due 
to the reduction of the number of candidates. However, the shortcoming of the 
proposed algorithm is that the rejection threshold is selected arbitrarily and 
empirically. In real-life applications, it is often very difficult to select a good 
threshold that provides a good trade-off between computation efficiency and 
matching accuracy. In this thesis, we propose a threshold decision scheme to 
facilitate the selection of threshold based on the statistical properties of noise in the 
image. We have examined the proposed decision scheme extensively on natural 
images, and found that the result from our proposed threshold decision scheme can 
reject most of mismatch and retain the best match candidate. 
Block-based video motion estimation can be regarded as a particular kind of pattern 
matching. Motivated by the pattern matching algorithm Walsh Hadamard (WH) 
domain, we propose a fast block matching algorithm for video motion estimation, 
namely Fast Walsh Search (FWS). Target blocks in current frame and their 
candidates in reference frame are projected onto a few WH basis pictures to obtain a 
computationally efficient error measure, which is able to reject many mismatch 
candidates to lessen computation burden. To cope with the demanding computation 
requirement in video coding, we further exploit the previous computations to perform 
accurate matching on the remaining candidates. The exploitation of computation 
plays an important role in the success of FWS. Experimental results show that FWS 
















的匹配，利用以前的計算是 F W S 成功的關鍵。實驗結果顯示，在合理的計算數 
量 下 ， F W S 能 夠 給 予 良 好 的 視 覺 質 量 。 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1. A Brief Review on Pattern Matching 
In the field of image processing, many applications require finding a particular 
pattern in an image. This task is referred to be pattern matching which can be 
regarded as a degenerated classification problem where a non-pattem class is to be 
distinguished from a single point in the pattern class [Mamlouk03]. Pattern matching 
schemes have been employed in many areas, like image compression [Luczak97] and 
image-based rendering [FitzgibbonOS]. Some industrial applications require detection 
of a set of patterns that appear under various transformations in a single image. On the 
other hand, many automatic inspection systems usually require searching for several 
distinct patterns in a single image [Hara83, Nakagawa85, Hara88, Uenohara97]. 
Pattern matching is usually one of the pre-processing tasks in industrial computer 
vision applications. 
Pattern matching plays an important role not only in industrial applications but 
also in the latest video coding standards. In digital video compression, one of the 
common techniques to achieve high compression is to exploit the temporal 
redundancy within frames. The high redundancy existing between successive frames 
of a video sequence makes it possible to achieve high ratio compression in video 
coding. To exploit the redundancy between successive frames, we require estimating 
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the motion vectors to produce a motion compensated prediction of a frame to be 
coded from a previously coded reference frame. Accurate motion vectors estimation 
allows the minimization of the total number of bits used for coding the prediction 
errors. In video coding, the prediction of motion vectors is called motion estimation 
(ME). 
There are a number of ways to parameterize the motion field in a scene. One of 
the ways is to partition image domain into many small blocks. As long as each block 
is small enough, the motion parameter of each block can be estimated independently. 
This leads to the popular block-based representation in which motion vector of each 
block is estimated by block matching. Suppose we consider fixed block-size ME, 
block matching can be regarded as a kind of pattern matching where a "pattern" is a 
non-overlapping block in current frame and the "image" is a region, which is centered 
at the position of the "pattern", in reference frame. The aim of block matching is to 
find a candidate block, which is most similar to the non-overlapping block in the 
current frame, in the region. 
For additional readings on motion estimation, readers are referred to the review 
papers by Musmann et al [Musmann85] and Stiller et al [Stiller99]. Owing to the huge 
scope of pattern matching, we will only focus on of block-based pattern matching and 
its application on motion estimation in this thesis. For a good treatment of motion 
estimation methods for computer vision applications, please refer to the article by 
Aggarwal et al. [AggarwaI88]. 
Block matching involves dividing each frame of the video sequence into blocks of 
pixels, and searching for the best match candidate in the reference frame. The 
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matching block in the previous frame is then used as a prediction of the block in the 
current frame. The relative position of the two blocks is called a motion vector 
associated with the current block. Since block matching module is usually the most 
computationally intensive part in a typical video encoder (50% - 90% of the entire 
system), many literatures have been publishing to suggest more efficient motion 
estimation algorithm to solve the problem. 
Among all block matching algorithms, full-search block matching algorithm 
(FSBMA) is the most popular but computationally demanding algorithm. Many fast 
algorithms have been proposed to save the huge computation of FSBMA. One 
category of method employs gradient descent strategy to reduce the number of search 
position, such as three-step search (TSS) [KogaSl], new three-step search (NTSS) 
[Li94], four-step search (FSS) [Po96], unrestricted center-biased diamond search 
t 
(UCBDS) [Tham98], circular zonal search (CZS) [Tourapis98], new diamond search 
(NDS) [ZhuOO], threshold-adaptive advanced diamond zonal search (TAADZS) 
[TourapisOl] and cross diamond search (CDS) [Cheung02]. 
Another category of fast block matching algorithms simplifies the matching 
operations, such as pixel decimation [KogaSla, Bierling88, Liu93, Chan95, WangOO] 
and pixel truncation [He97, HeOO]. Comparing with FSBMA, although computation 
burdens of algorithms in the both categories are alleviated, these algorithms suffer 
from a certain amount of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) reductions that depend on 
the scene and the magnitude of motion in the sequence. 
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Recently, fast full-search block matching algorithms have come into notice for their 
capabilities to enhance the computation efficiency of FSBMA and to maintain the 
same performance as FSBMA simultaneously. Examples of algorithms in this 
category are successive elimination algorithm (SEA) [Li95, GaoOO, BrunigOl], block 
sum pyramid algorithm (BSPS) [Lee97], winner-update strategy (WUS) [ChenOl, 
Zhou04] and partial distortion elimination (PDE) [H263, Eckart95]. Many of these 
algorithms make use of mathematical inequalities to avoid excessive calculations so 
as to attain reduction of computations in the matching process. 
An alternative to spatial-domain block matching methods is to estimate matching 
error in transform-domain. Various transforms, such as Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Walsh Hadamard Transform (WHT), have 
been attempted in the literatures. Transfomi-domain motion estimation was first 
proposed by Kughlin et al. in [Kughlin75]. Their proposed technique uses correlation 
of FFT coefficients to estimate shifts between two images from the FFT phases. Later, 
Girod further extended their works on fractional pixel motion compensating 
prediction [Girod93]. Koc et al. [Koc96, Koc98] proposed to perform ME in DCT 
domain by extracting shift information using phases embedded in DCT coefficients of 
the images. Young et al. proposed to perform block matching in frequency domain 
based on cross-correlation using Complex Lapped transform (CLP) [Young93]. On 
the other hand, Choi et al. [Choi99], Gharavi-Alkhansari [GAOl], and Hel-Or et al. 
[Hel0r03, Hel0r05] suggested performing fast block matching by taking the 
advantage of high energy packing ability of transforms and their fast pruning 
algorithms. These algorithms adopted a coarse-to-fine strategy to attain early rejection 
of mismatch candidates to reduce unnecessary computations. The proposed algorithm 
of Hel-Or et al. will be discussed in details in Chapter 3. 
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1.2. Objective of the Research Work 
The objectives of our research comprises of two parts: 
• We analyze the pattern matching algorithm in Walsh Hadamard (WH) domain 
proposed by Hel-Or et al. [Hel0r03, Hel0r05]. The analysis includes their 
approximation of Euclidean distance in WH domain, and the proposed fast 
projection scheme onto WH basis pictures. Based on their proposed algorithm, 
we extend their work to introduce a threshold decision scheme in which we 
can predict a rejection threshold from the statistical properties of noise instead 
of selecting threshold arbitrarily and empirically. We compare the results of 
our proposed threshold decision scheme with an unrealistic ideal threshold to 
show that our threshold can reject most of mismatch candidates and retain the 
best candidate at the same time. 
• We propose a fast block matching algorithm, called Fast Walsh Search (FWS), 
in Walsh Hadamard domain to perform video motion estimation. The 
motivation of our proposed algorithm is somewhat similar to that of Hel-Or et 
al. in [Hel0r03, Hel0r05], which take the advantage of the good information 
packing ability of WHT. However, in order to cope with the demanding 
computation requirement in video coding, FWS shows several significant 
distinctions to reduce the computation burden, meanwhile maintain desirable 
accuracy performance. We compare FWS with several fast block matching 
algorithms to show the strength and weakness of FWS. 
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1.3. Organization of the Thesis 
In chapter 2, a review on various block matching strategies will be given. Based 
on their characteristics, we will group all the block matching techniques into four 
categories, and discuss their pros and cons separately. 
In chapter 3，we will firstly discuss the pattern matching algorithm proposed by 
Hel-Or et al. [Hel0r03, Hel0r05] in details because our works are closely related to it. 
Later in this chapter, we extend their algorithm, and introduce a threshold decision 
scheme in which we derives a threshold for pattern matching algorithm in WH 
domain based on statistical properties of noise. Experimental results will be given and 
compared with an unrealistic ideal threshold. They show that our threshold decision 
scheme is capable to reject most of mismatch candidate and retain the best match 
candidate at the same time. 
In chapter 4，we will introduce our proposed Fast Walsh Search for block-based 
video motion estimation. Taking the advantage of information packing ability of 
WHT, we propose a new matching criterion, called partial sum-of-absolute difference 
(PSAD) to determine the motion vectors between successive frames. The computation 
requirement of the new matching criterion is small, but can effectively reject 
mismatch candidates, so reduce computation requirement of the block matching 
process. We further lessen the computation burden by a technique called jLi-rejection, 
which can approximately halve the number of remaining candidates. Exploiting the 
computation in WHT, we propose another matching criterion, called Sum-of-absolute 
Difference of DC Coefficients (SADDCC), to search for the best match among the 
remaining candidates. The SADDCC is a better error measure than PSAD, so it can 
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give more accurate matching result. In chapter 5，we will draw conclusions on our 
works, and introduce ways to further improve and extend the existing works. 
1.4. Notes on Publications 
Parts of the work reported in this thesis were reported in the following papers: 
1. N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Fast Block Matching Algorithm in Walsh Hadamard 
Domain", Proceeding of the Asian Conference on Computer Vision (ACCV 
2006), Hyderabed, India, January 13-16, 2006, pp.712-721 
2. N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Statistical Threshold for Real Time Pattern Matching Using 
Projection Kernels", The 2005 International Symposium on Intelligent Signal 
Processing and Communications Systems (ISPACS 2005), Hong Kong, 
December 13-16, 2005, pp. 57-60 
3. C.M. Mak, N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Fast Motion Estimation in Walsh Hadamard 
Domain", The 2005 International Symposium on Intelligent Signal Processing 
and Communications Systems (ISPACS 2005), Hong Kong, December 13-16, 
2005, pp. 349-352 
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2.1. Introduction 
In recent years, there has been great interest in motion estimation (ME) from 
two dimensional signals or a sequence of image due to the fact that the applications of 
ME are continuously growing in various areas, such as computer vision, image 
registration and video coding [Aggarwal88]. Targeting on developing an algorithm to 
get the best trade-off between complexity and performance, extensive research has 
been carried out actively in these years. Block based ME are among the most popular 
approaches in which an image is partitioned into equal-sized NxN blocks of pixels. 
The target of block-based ME is to find the best match for these blocks in a reference 
frame. Block matching has been adopted in many international standards for digital 
video compression, such as MPEGl [MPEGl-91], MPEG2 [MPEG2-94] and MPEG4 
[MPEG4-98, MPEG4-01]. Although these standards do not specific a particular ME 
algorithm, block-based ME or block matching becomes a natural choice because of its 
lesser hardware complexity and practical implementation in very-large-scale 
integration (VLSI) devices. Nowadays, most of the commercial codec, such as 
STi3220 from STMicroelectonics Ltd. [ST] and SAA6750H from Philips Ltd. 
[PHILIPS], are utilizing block matching for ME. 
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There are many choices for the block distortion measure (BDM) from the 
reference frame, such as sum-of-squared error (SSD) and sum-of-absolute error (SAD) 
etc. Among these criteria, the SAD is the most commonly used because it does not 
require any multiplication and perform similarity as the SAD. In the block-based ME 
process, a block of NxN pixels with the coordinate (x,y) in the current frame is 
compared with its candidate of the same size at {x+m,y+n) in the reference frame 
where and R is the maximum search distance. The SAD between the 
block at {x,y) in the current frame and the candidate at (x+m,y+n) at reference frame is 
defined as: 
N-l N-l 
S AD(,’力(m, = K (义 +《，”力 _ Fp-i (义 + 肌 + h y + n + j] (2.1) 
i=0 j=0 
where Fp and Fp.\ are the p^ ^ frame and (p-l)^ frame respectively. The motion vector 
(MV) of the block at (x j ) is given by 
v(x，y) = argminSAD(_(m’70. 
(.x,y) V力•力 J 
Generally, the block-based ME can be treated as an optimization problem in 
which we attempt to locate the global minimum of BDM over a two dimensional 
space as quick as possible. The most intuitive approach is to search for the global 
minimum by examining each candidate within the search area. This method is 
commonly known as full-search block matching algorithm (FSBMA). Suppose we 
consider an operation consists of one subtraction, one comparison and one addition, 
9 
then the number of operations for a candidate is (2R+1) N . Owing to its high 
computation requirement, it is not suitable for real-time process. Many fast block 
matching algorithms have been proposed in recent years. In this chapter, we will 
classify fast block matching algorithms into the following four categories: 
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1. Gradient descent strategy 
2. Simplified matching operations 
3. Fast full-search methods 
4. Transform-domain manipulations. 
Each of the categories will be reviewed comprehensively, and we will take a close 
look on a few representative examples in each category. 
2.2. Review of Block Based Pattern Matching 
2.2.1 Gradient Descent Strategy 
All algorithms in this category rely on an assumption that the BDM of 
matching block decreases monotonically when the search moves towards the global 
minimum of BDM. However, this assumption is not necessarily valid [Chow93]. 
These fast algorithms may finally converge to a local minimum rather than a global 
minimum and a higher bit rate transmission is required. In order to avoid being 
trapped in the local minimum, many efforts have been put on the design various 
search pattern to minimize the matching performance degradation and computation 
requirement. 
In the early 1980s, many conventional fast block matching algorithms have 
been proposed, such as three-step search (TSS) [KogaSl] and 2D logarithmic search 
(2DLogS) [JainSl]. TSS is the most popular one for videophone and video 
conferencing applications due to it simplicity and effectiveness. Figure 2.1 and Figure 
2.2 show an example of TSS and 2DLogS respectively. However, owing to its 
uniform search pattern, TSS is inefficient to catch small motion appearing in 
stationary and qusi-stationary blocks. Although Lee et al. [Lee93] and Kwatra et al. 
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[Kwatra87] suggested adaptive algorithms to employ multiple thresholds to control 
the size of search windows, the thresholds plays an important role on the performance 
of the algorithms. Furthermore, the best set of thresholds may change when the image 
sequence changes, thus increase the difficulty to employ them in practical applications. 
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Figure 2.1. An example of TSS Figure 2.2. An example of 
[MusmannSS] 2DLogS [MusmannSS] 
Li et al. [Li94] performed experiments to analyze the block motion field of 
real world sequence. Experimental results show that the motion filed is often gentle, 
smooth, and varies slowly. Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the MVs distribution 
derived from FSBMA for 100 frames of Salesman sequence and Miss America 
sequences respectively [Li94]. More experiment results of MV distribution can be 
found in [Po96]. We can observe from Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 that MV 
distributions of real world sequence are centre-biased distributions rather than a 
uniform one. These give hints to design fast ME algorithms in the following years. 
-6 
Figure 2.3. MV distribution derived from Figure 2.4. MV distribution derived from 
FSBMA for 100 frames of Salesman sequence FSBMA for 100 frames of Miss America 
[Li94] sequence [Li94] 
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40. 
: : 1 
Figure 2.5. MV distribution derived from FSBMA of Football sequence [Tham98] 
Based on the characteristics of the centre-biased MV distribution, many fast 
algorithms have been proposed to take the advantage of the distribution, such as new 
three-step search (NTSS) [Li94], four-step search (FSS) [Po96], unrestricted center-
biased diamond search (UCBDS) [Tham98], and new diamond search (NDS) [ZhuOO]. 
Adding a smaller central eight-point pattern to that of TSS, NTSS uses a centre-biased 
search pattern in the first step. As a result, the worst case scenario of the NTSS 
requires 33 block comparisons while TSS remains 25 block comparisons each time 
(see Figure 2.1). However, early termination of matching process is allowed in NTSS 
after the first and second step. Statistically, 17 block comparisons and 20-22 block 
comparisons are required for stationary blocks and qusi-stationary blocks respectively. 
Comparing with TSS, NTSS saves up to 18% of computation. 
However, NTSS may require extra block comparisons when the motion of 
video sequence is vigorous. FSS was proposed to improve both the worse case and 
average case computation requirement of NTSS. Similar to NTSS, FSS takes the 
advantage of centre-biased MV distribution too. Suppose R=l, the proposed FSS 
algorithm utilizes nine checking points on a 5x5 window in the first step instead of a 
9x9 window in the TSS. The centre of the search window is then shifted to the point 
with minimum BDM. The search window size of the next two steps depended on the 
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location of the minimum BDM points. If the minimum BDM point is found at the 
centre of the search window, the search will go to the final step with 3x3 search 
window. Otherwise, the search window size is maintained in 5x5 for step 2 or step 3. 
In the final step, the search window is reduced to 3x3 and the search stops at this 
small search window (see Figure 2.7). Owing to starting with a smaller search grid 
pattern, FSS requires four search steps as compared to only three search steps in both 
TSS and NTSS. Apart from managing to maintain ME performance comparable to 
NTSS, FSS gives a speed up of six block comparison for the worst case and an 
average of two block comparison less than the NTSS. 
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Figure 2.6. Filled circles are the check Figure 2.7. Two examples of FSS with 
points in the first step of TSS, squares are different search paths. For the upper 
the 8 extra points added in the first step search path, a total of 25 checking points 
of NTSS, and triangles shows the second are used with the estimated motion vector 
step if the minimum BDM in the first step equal to (3，-7). For the worst case example 
is at one of the 8 neghbors of the window of the lower search path, the number of 
centre [Li94] checking points required is 27 and the 
estimated motion vector is equal to (-7，7) 
[Po96] 
Apart from employing square search pattern to fit the centre-biased MV 
distribution, Tham et al and Zhu et al. proposed to use unrestricted center-biased 
diamond search (UCBDS) and new diamond search (NDS) [ZhuOO] to result in fewer 
search points with similar performance as compared to NTSS and FSS. Basically, 
both UCBDS and NDS work in a similar fashion as FSS. They rotate the square-
shaped search pattern by 45° to form a diamond-shaped pattern. The step size keeps 
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unchanged throughout the search until the new minimum BDM location is at the 
centre of the diamond. Both UCBDS and NDS can search faster because of its 
diamond-shaped search pattern, which tries to behave as an ideal circle-shaped 
coverage to consider all possible directions of a MV. Furthermore, the diamond-
search pattern requires few block comparisons in the final converging step. 
Comparing with square-search pattern (e.g. NTSS and FSS), the diamond-search 
pattern requires four instead of eight block comparisons in the final converging step. 
In order to avoid being trapped in the local minimum of BDM surface, both UCBDS 
and NDS do not pose a restriction on the number of steps, but restrict the step size 
convergence during advancing to the subsequent optimal point to f the search pattern. 
The diamond searches employs two search patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.8 and 
Figure 2.9，which try to resemble as an ideal circle-shaped. Figure 2.8 is called large 
diamond search pattern (LDSP) comprising nine checking points from which eight 
points surround the centre one. Figure 2.9 consists of five checking points that forms a 
smaller diamond shape called small diamond search pattern (SDSP), which is used in 
the final converging step. 
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Figure 2.8. Large diamond search pattern Figure 2.9. Small diamond search pattern 
[ZhuOO] [ZhuOO] 
Based on the in-depth analysis on the motion vector probability (MVP) 
distributions on real world sequences, Cheung et al. [Cheung02] suggested that the 
cross-center-biased characteristic of MVP distribution is the most dominant centre-
biased behaviors as compared with square-center-biased characteristic and diamond-
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center-biased characteristic. Unlike the square-shaped search algorithms (e.g. FSS and 
NTSS) and diamond search algorithms (e.g. UCBDS and NDS), Cheung et al. 
proposed a cross diamond search (CDS) algorithm by introducing a cross-shaped 
search pattern as the initial step. The proposed algorithm use a cross search pattern 
with nine relatively higher probable search points located in the central 5x5 area as 
the first step, and diamond-shaped search patterns shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 
as the subsequent steps. Figure 2.10 shows the cross-shaped search pattern at the 
initial stage. To search for small MVs, halfway-stop technique is adopted to reduce 
the number of block comparisons. Comparing with diamond search, it was claimed 
that CDS can achieve up to 40% speed improvement and maintain similar or even 
small distortion, especially in gentle or no motion sequence. 
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Figure 2.10. Cross-shaped search pattern in CDS [Cheung02] 
All the mentioned ME algorithms search for MVs by minimizing BDM, such 
as SAD or SSD, and they do not take into consideration the bits required to encode 
the MVs, and thus are not exactly optimal. Moreover, owing to neglecting the MVs of 
adjacent blocks, the resultant motion field from the algorithms may be irregular and 
chaotic, and poses a challenge to the decoder when error concealment process is 
required to predict the missing MVs. Tackling these problems, Tourapis et al. divided 
the search region into circular {circular zonal search) [Tourapis98, Tourapis99, 
Tourapis99a] and diamond zones {diamond zonal search) [TourapisOl], and used 
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different thresholds for early termination of the search. Meanwhile, they introduced 
the concept of predictor MV candidate. 
Given the MVs of adjacent blocks, a set of predictor MV candidates are 
selected initially. Because it is very likely that the MVs of the adjacent blocks are 
very close to the MV of the current block, and therefore we can obtain an initial 
prediction of the MV of the current block from those of adjacent blocks. Furthermore, 
Tourapis et al. searches for the suboptimal MVs instead of the one with minimum 
BDM using multi-level threshold scheme, this strategy cannot only reduces the bits to 
encode the MVs, but also lessen the computation requirement of the matching. 
However, owing to estimation of MV from the previous block, circular zonal search 
does not perform well in video sequence with large object or camera motion, and 
careful selection of threshold is required to get a better trade-off between complexity 
and performance. Recently, Tourapis et al. further improved their algorithms to 
propose the advanced predictive diamond zonal search and the predictive motion 
vector field adaptive search technique [Tourapis02]. These algorithms significantly 
improve on the concepts of zonal based techniques, by introducing and combining 
MV predictor technique with adaptive threshold criteria. Both algorithms are capable 
of generating a smooth MV field, and provide a tradeoff between speed-up, 
implementation complexity, and visual quality. 
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2.2.2 Simplified Matching Operations 
Instead of limiting the number of searching locations, computation cost of 
matching process can be reduced by simplifying matching operations when target 
blocks are compared with its candidates in reference frame. One of the popular 
techniques in this category is pixel decimation in which block matching criterion of 
each candidates in reference frame is evaluated at a fraction instead of at all of the 
pixels within a block. In 1980，Koga et al. [KogaSla] used a pixel decimation 
technique in which 3/4 of the pixels in each block do not enter into matching 
computation regularly, so reduce the computation complexity. Bierling [Bierling88] 
introduced a hierarchical motion vector estimation in which a first order 
approximation of motion vector was obtained from low-pass filtered and sub-sampled 
image. A uniform 4:1 sub-sampling pattern was adopted to select pixels for searching 
for motion vectors. However, since only a regular fraction of the pixels enters into the 
matching computation, the use of these regular sub-sampling techniques can seriously 
affect the accuracy of motion vector detection. Liu et al. [Liu93] improved the 
algorithm from Bierling by alternating four different 4:1 sub-sampling patterns over 
the location searched so that all pixels in the current block are contributed to the 
evaluation of block match, while keeping the same computational complexity as 
Bierling’s scheme [Bierling88]. The results show an improved accuracy in the 
estimation of motion vectors. 
Observing the significant contribution of high activity luminance signal to the 
matching criterion, Chan et al. proposed an adaptive pixel-decimation scheme 
[Chan98]. They pointed out that edge information in a block is important and should 
be reflected when selecting pixels for evaluating the block matching criterion. In their 
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�scheme，a block is divided into several regions, and each region is tested to determine 
whether it contains "high details" or edges. A more detailed region has more pixels 
selected. Their results show that a decimation scheme adapted to the details in a block 
achieves a better efficiency than the random 4:1 sub-sampling scheme by Liu et al. 
[Liu93]. However, Chan's scheme still requires an initial uniform division of a block, 
and therefore is regarded as locally adaptive. Recently, Wang et al. [WangOO] 
proposed a global adaptive pixel decimation scheme, which looks directly for edge 
pixels instead of requiring an initial uniform division of a block as in [Chan98]. 
Owing to the fact that edges give significant contributions to matching criterion, 
Wang et al. proposed to identify edges in an image with one dimensional (1-D) 
Hilbert scan. In general, the Hilbert scan not only provides edge information with 
little directional preference, but also preserves pixel coherence more effectively than 
other scan methods. In contrast, row scan, typical of many other scan methods, may 
miss edges due to its scan direction. Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 show the edge pixels 
detected from a circular pattern using row scan and using Hilbert scan respectively. 
Suppose edge pixels are defined at where pixel intensity changes the most, 20 edge 
pixels can be located in Figure 2.11 while there are 22 edge pixels in Figure 2.12. 
Furthermore, when the edges are mapped back to 2-D images, the sequence detected 
from the Hilbert scan (Figure 2.12) appears more evenly distributed on the circular 
edge. Based on edge information obtained from 1-D Hilbert scanning of pixels, their 
algorithm selects pixels at which the matching criterion is evaluated. Experimental 
results show that the computation cost of the algorithm is much more effectively than 
that of Chan et al. [Chan98], and particular useful for low-bit-rate video coding. 
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Figure 2.11. 1-D row sequence of edge pixels Figure 2.12. 1-D Hilbert sequence of edge 
scanned from 1-D row scan [WangOO] pixels scanned from 1-D Hilbert scan 
[WangOO] 
Power consumption is very critical for portable video applications, such as 
portable videophone and digital camcorder. Motion estimation in video encoder 
requires a huge amount of computation, and hence consumes the largest portion of 
power. Owing to the rising concerns on the power consumption aspect, bit-truncation 
techniques have been proposed to diminish computational load and power 
consumption of ME modules. Bit-truncation algorithms adjust bit precision, such as 
bit-width, thus reducing the hardware costs. He et al. proposed a fixed-bit-truncation 
block-matching ME algorithm [He97] to reduce the hardware cost of the ME module. 
Simulations show that the least significant bits (LSB) of incoming image pixel value 
can be truncated by four bits without significantly degrading the ME performance 
(See Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14). Truncating pixel representation cannot only reduce 
power consumption but also circuit complexity. However, such fixed-bit-truncation 
scheme is not efficient in real world sequences. For some video sequences and 
applications where picture quality highly depends on the prediction error, a higher 
pixel resolution is preferred to achieve a lower prediction error. Hence, it is better to 
increase number of bits to represent a pixel so as to achieve a more accurate 
prediction according to the picture quality. On the other hand, for some video 
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sequences of which the sensitivity of the picture quality on prediction error is low, we 
can reduce the number of bits to represent a pixel to achieve a higher power reduction. 
He et al. [HeOO] suggested an adaptive scheme, which can change the pixel 
representation in real time to cope with the picture quality requirement. Therefore, a 
better tradeoff between the power consumption and the ME performance can be 
achieved. Since the quantization step size of the encoder reflects the effect of 
prediction quality of ME so as the truncation operation, He et al. proposed a simple 
mechanism [HeOO] for adaptively pixel truncation based on the quantization step size. 
If excessive bits are truncated, the magnitude of error image increases and the 
quantization step size may probably become large. When the quantization step size 
becomes too large, the adaptive scheme reduces the number truncated bits to reduce 
the magnitude of error image. Otherwise, the number of bits truncated is maintained 
or further increased while keeping or slightly increasing the quantization step size. 
Experimental results showed that over 60% reduction in power consumption can be 
achieved without significantly degrading the PSNR. 
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Figure 2.13. Average mean-absolute- Figure 2.14. Averages mean-absolute-
difference per pixel against pixel resolution difference per pixel against pixel resolution 
(Miss America). The drop in error (Salesman). The drop in error magnitude is 
magnitude is less significant after 4 bits less significant after 2 bits 
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2.2.3 Fast Full-Search Methods 
Recently, fast full-search techniques have been popular in the area of block 
matching. These techniques accelerate the calculation of BDM for each search 
location. Instead of calculating the complete matching error, such as mean absolute 
error (MAD) or sum-of-absolute difference (SAD), these techniques calculate a 
partial matching error (PME) which requires less computation that that of MAD or 
SAD. Here, PME is used as matching criteria to evaluate the matching error between 
the target blocks and its candidates in reference frame. 
Li et al. proposed a successive elimination algorithm (SEA) [Li95] to perform 
fast block matching in which SEA avoids unnecessary SAD calculation by comparing 
an up-to-date minimum SAD with the absolute difference between the sub-sampled 
SAD of a current block and that of its candidates. It can be proved by using 
Minkowski's inequality that the sub-sampled SADs are always smaller than or equal 
to the SAD. Here, the absolute differences between the sub-sampled SADs are 
regarded as PMEs. If the PME of a candidate is greater than the up-to-date minimum 
SAD, the candidate will be rejected from further calculation of the complete matching 
error. The computation time will be greatly reduced if many SAD calculations can be 
skipped. Therefore, it is important for SEA to have good initial predictions on the 
MVs with smaller SADs on the early stage to increase the number of rejected 
candidates. 
Similar techniques, such as block sum pyramid algorithm (BSPA) [Lee97] and 
fast full-search block matching algorithm (FFBMA) [Lin97], have been proposed in 
the area of block matching. The major advantage of these techniques is that they 
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ensure the global optimality. However, when the prediction of up-to-date minimum 
SAD is not accurate, especially smooth regions and objects with abrupt motion and 
occlusion, the initial minimum matching error may be quit large. Hence many 
unnecessary calculations of the PME and complete matching error will be performed 
until the search reaches a position where a small complete matching error is 
encountered. For the worst case, the computation requirement may be even higher 
than that of FSBMA. Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 show the computation comparison 
between various techniques. Using simplicity and regularity of the data flow to 
compute sum norms, an efficient hardware design for the SEA was presented by Do et 
al. [Do98]. 
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Figure 2.15. Comparison of addition Figure 2.16. Comparison of absolute 
operations for the Miss America operations for the Miss America 
sequence [Lee97] sequence [Lee97] 
Recently, Gao et al. [GaoOO] and Brunig et al. [BrunigOl] proposed 
modifications on the SEA. Gao et al. extended the SEA to a multilevel successive 
elimination algorithm (MSEA) by partitioning a block into several sub-blocks and 
then use the sum norms of the sub-block to generate a tighter decision value, so more 
candidates can be rejected. Since the elimination procedure is performed at each 
search point, MSEA strategy can be combined with not only FSBMA but also other 
fast block matching algorithm mentioned in Section 2.2.1. Brunig et al. also extended 
the SEA to propose another fast full-search block-matching algorithm, called an 
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extended successive elimination algorithm SEA (ESEA). There are two extensions for 
the SEA in [Li95]. Firstly, the region-splitting technique was introduced to get the 
tighter bounds to exclude more candidates. Secondly, the successive approximation 
technique of the error measure was suggested to reduce the computational 
requirements for the remaining search positions by exploiting the already calculated 
lower bounds during the calculation of the matching criterion. The number of 
operations of ESEA was claimed to be about 4 times of that of TSS, and ESEA 
showed the same performance as FSBMA. 
Partial distortion elimination (PDE) algorithm [H263, Eckart95] is often used 
in motion estimation. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, SAD is 
commonly regarded as the complete matching error for its summation over the 
complete block. Instead of calculating the SAD, PDE uses the partial sum of matching 
error to eliminate mismatch candidates before a complete calculation of matching 
error of a matching block. It cannot only accelerate the block matching process but 
also guarantee the global optimality of the matching error. The basic idea of PDE is 
that we do not have to examine all pixels within a block to find out which block has 
minimum error, since most blocks have very large error even with very little pixels 
examined. That is, if an intermediate sum of matching error is larger than the 
minimum value of matching error at that time, the remaining computation for 
matching error is abandoned. This leads to a huge reduction in computation time. In 
the PDE, the partial SAD between the block at ix,y) in the current frame and the 
candidate at {x+m,y+n) at reference frame is as follows: 
+ + + w + + " + (2.3) 
/=0 7=0 
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However, the amount of computation saved by PDE depends on how quickly 
the computation can be stopped. Kim et al. [KimOO] proposed a PDE based fast 
matching algorithm to reduce computation further by introducing a concept of 
adaptive scanning and representative pixels to measure the image complexity. They 
showed that the matching distortion between the reference block and candidate block 
is proportional to the image complexity of the reference block. In the proposed block 
matching algorithm, they first determine the representative pixels by gradient 
magnitude, and then compute the matching error with the representative pixels to 
obtain larger matching error with less computation. Comparing with the conventional 
top-to-bottom matching scan, the representative pixel-based adaptive matching-scan 
PDE is able to reject more impossible candidates without any degradation of predicted 
image. Other proposed improvements of PDE include the work of Cheung et al. 
[CheungOO] and Chan et al. [Chan02]. Cheung et al. suggested a grouping method to 
ensure that each partial sum of matching error is not localized in a particular region on 
the block. Chan et al. proposed another search strategy for PDE reduce the 
computational complexity of the PDE in block matching motion estimation. 
Another successful fast full-search technique, winner-update strategy (WUS) 
[ChenOl], was presented by Chen et al.. By using either partial accumulation or 
Minkowski's inequality, the lower bound of matching error of each candidate in 
reference frame is iteratively updated and stored in a lower bound list. Maintaining an 
ascending order lower bound list of the matching error, WUS prevents from 
computing a more costly matching error when there is a lower bound larger than the 
global minimum matching error in the list. Figure 2.17 shows simple game to 
illustrate the idea of WUS. Unlike SEA and its modifications in which good initial 
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predictions on the MVs with smaller SADs are required, the computation efficiency 
of WUS is independent of the visiting order of the search position because WUS 
always maintain the ascending lower bound list of the matching error. However, it is 
also the origin of the overhead of the WUS because WUS requires selecting an up-to-
date minimum lower bound as the matching criterion after every iteration. 
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Figure 2. 17. Simple game for illustrating the concept of the winner-update algorithm [Zhou04]. 
There are five player, Pi,尸2，•••and 尸5, and each player is dealt four cards. Player 尸3 has 
finished the accumulations of the values in his/her hand and become the winner. The temporary 
accumulations of the others are all greater than the final accumulation result of 尸3. Hence the 
calculation can be saved. The grey cards represent the operations saved. 
Zhou et al. [Zhou04] proposed a modified WUS (MWUS) block matching 
algorithm to further increase the efficiency of the WUS algorithm. Similar to the work 
of Kim et al. [KimOO], the MWUS first calculates the matching error at the positions 
of the representative pixels to obtain larger matching error as the lower bound of 
WUS algorithm. The representative pixels are found in accord to image features, such 
as edges. MWUS was claimed to be able to save many calculations from switching 
among temporary winners and updates of losers. MWUS can save up to 40% of the 
computation as compared with WUS. 
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2.2A Transform-domain Manipulations 
The block matching algorithms mentioned in Section 2.2.1, Section 2.2.2 and 
Section 2.2.3 are all spatial domain block matching algorithms. The targets are to 
search for a minimum BDM location by calculating the sum of absolute or square 
pixel difference between a target block and its candidates. An alternative to such 
spatial-domain approach is to estimate matching error in transform-domain. 
Transform-domain motion estimation was first proposed by Kughlin et al. in 
1975. Their proposed technique uses correlation of fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
coefficients to estimate shifts between two images from the FFT phases. Computing 
the cross-correlation between a target block and its candidates in the search range, the 
algorithm identifies a set of candidate correlation peaks, and evaluates a difference 
measure at those points to choose the minimum as the solution to the block matching 
problem. This technique was further investigated by Girod [Girod93] on fractional 
pixel motion compensating prediction. The FFT approach has two shortcomings. 
Firstly, the FFT operates on complex numbers and is not used in most video standards. 
Secondly, correlation multiplies any distortion already present in the FFT of signals. 
Recently, Kilthau et al. [Kilthau02] extended the FFT approach in block matching by 
a new data structure, the Windowed-Sum-Squared-Table, and exploits the FFT in its 
computation of the sum-of-squared difference (SSD) metric. 
Young et al. proposed an alternative transform, Complex Lapped Transform 
(CLT), for performing cross-correlation based block matching in frequency domain. 
CLT is an extension of the Lapped Orthogonal Transform (LOT), and is regarded as a 
modified Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) in which a half-cosine window 
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function is used to take the advantage of efficient computation of CLT using non-
overlapping discrete sine and cosine transform. CLT has windowed basis functions 
that decay smoothly to each end, and requires 2:1 overlapping ratio when a sequence 
of data blocks is transformed. The overlapping of data block strategy is particular 
useful for efficient transform of CLT. Young et al. employed the phase correlation 
method and approximated cross-correlations function in CLT domain to perform 
overlapped block ME, which avoids the blocking effect to give smoother motion field, 
but requires searching over a large search area and thus results in a heavier 
computation burden. Moreover, block matching using CLT is accurate on moving 
sharp edge but not blur edge, and operates on complex numbers that is not used in 
most video standards 
Most common video coding standards are based on the hybrid motion-
compensated DCT approach in which every raw video bit must be encoded through 
the feedback loop consisting of a DCT, an Inverse DCT (IDCT) and a spatial-domain 
ME and compensation. The feedback loop not only increases the overall complexity 
of the coder but also limits the throughput, and is the bottleneck of a real-time high-
end digital video system. Koc et al. [Koc98] first proposed using DCT-based 
techniques to perform ME and compensation. As a result, the video coder structure 
eliminates IDCT and moves DCT out of the loop, resulting in a simple feedback loop 
with only DCT based ME and compensation. Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 show the 
structure of conventional hybrid coder and DCT-based ME coder respectively. Unlike 
complex transforms, such as EFT and CLT, DCT is a real transform without 
imaginary part, so Koc et al. proposed to apply orthogonal principle of cosine and sine 
functions to extract the shift information from the pseudo phases [Koc94] hidden in 
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the DCT coefficients of images. Apart from the simplifying the feedback loop of 
common hybrid coder, the DCT based ME provides several advantages over FSBMA. 
Firstly, the complexity of DCT based approach is as compared to the 
complexity of FSBMA. Furthermore, DCT based approach exhibits better 
performance in noisy situation. Koc et al. further extended their algorithm to sub-
pixel ME [Koc95][Koc97]. Based on the sparseness property of two-dimensional 
DCT coefficients, Lee et al. [Lee06] derived a recursion equation from DCT based 
ME algorithm. The result was applied to design a wave-front array processor that is 
suitable for VLSI design. 
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Comparing with the phase correlation techniques, the energy packing abilities 
of transforms are less popular in the area of transform domain block matching. Energy 
packing ability refers to the ability to transform an image vector to another vector 
such that most of the energy of the vector in the new representation is concentrated in 
a few coefficients only. Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), Walsh Hadamard 
Transform (WHT) and DCT are examples of strong energy packing transforms for 
image data. Conducting surveying on literatures extensively, we have found that there 
are not many proposed algorithms employing the characteristic of energy packing to 
perform ME. Choi et al. [Choi99] proposed a four levels hierarchical motion 
estimation algorithm. The proposed algorithm adopts a transform domain gradient 
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descent strategy but it keeps four candidates at each level rather than only one 
candidate as in TSS or 2DlogS. At the first level, only the SADs of the direct current 
(DC) coefficients of Hadamard Transform (HT) coefficients are considered to reject 
impossible candidates with search grid adjustment. At the second level, the SADs of 
four low frequency coefficients are used to get more details. Similarly, for the third 
and fourth levels, the SADs of sixteen and the entries coefficients are employed to 
search for the best match. The complexity of the algorithm is measured in term of 
power consumption in VLSI implementation. Comparing with conventional 
hierarchical ME algorithm in spatial domain, the complexity of the proposed 
algorithm is reduced to that of 25%. 
Apart from motion estimation, the characteristic of energy packing ability has 
been used in other block matching applications. Gharavi-Alkhansari [GAOl] proposed 
a full search equivalent algorithm for searching an image database for the best match 
to a given sample image. The basic idea is to apply a coarse-to-fine searching strategy. 
A strong energy packing transform is applied to the members of the database in 
offline manner, and the same transform is applied to the sample image. A low-
resolution best match is found based on the distance achieved from low frequency 
coefficients. The full-resolution distance of the best match is then calculated from the 
unitary property of a transform, and acts as a threshold to eliminate mismatch 
members in the database. Any database member whose low-resolution distance is 
larger than the threshold is rejected. In [GAOl], Gharavi-Alkhansari did not specific a 
particular transform, the algorithm can be applied to any unitary transform, such as 
DCT and KLT. Recently, Hel-Or et al. [HelOrOS] [Hel0r05] proposed another fast 
block matching algorithm using WHT. Searching a 1000x1000 image for a 16x16 
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pattern, the proposed algorithm can find the target within 54ms. It not only achieves 
high searching speed, but also provides several advantages to facilitate fast block 
matching. For examples, the algorithm allows fast multi-scale pattern matching, and is 
robust to noise and illumination variation. Motivated from the algorithm, we derived a 
statistical threshold for the pattern matching algorithm in Walsh Hadamard (WH) 
domain, and extended the idea to perform motion estimation in video coder. In 
Chapter 3，the algorithm will be discussed in details, and the derivation of the 
statistical threshold will also be introduced. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Block-based pattern matching is a fundamental task in countless image 
processing and computer vision applications [Luczak97, Uenohara97]. Fundamental 
pattern matching strategy usually involves scanning the whole image and evaluates a 
block distortion measure (BDM), such as sum-of-absolute difference (SAD) and sum-
of-squared difference (SSD), between the pattern and each image locations. The 
minimum BDM location is regarded as the match of the pattern. The main problem of 
this pattern matching algorithm is its high computation cost. Many fast pattern 
matching algorithms, such as [GAOl, Uenohara97], have been proposed to solve this 
undesirable effect. However, the computation costs of these algorithms are still 
demanding, and these algorithms cannot cope with the demand of real time 
applications. 
Recently, Hel-Or et al. [Hel0r03, Hel0r05] proposed a fast block-based 
pattern matching algorithm, which provides several desirable features, such as 
illumination insensitive matching, noise robustness and multi-scale matching. The 
contributions of the work of Hel-Or et al can be divided into twofold. Firstly, they 
proposed a novel coarse-to-fine rejection strategy in which each candidate in an image 
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and the pattern are projected onto two-dimensional (2D) Walsh Hadamard (WH) 
domain to obtain a lower bound of Euclidean distance between the pattern and its 
candidates. Candidates with the lower bound greater than a rejection threshold will be 
discarded on an early stage in the matching process. Secondly, Hel-Or et al. suggested 
an efficient pruning algorithm to project each candidate in an image onto various WH 
basis functions. The pruning algorithm exploits the computations involved in the 
neighborhoods to reduce the computation costs in calculating the projection of 
candidates. Both the rejection scheme and the pruning algorithm contribute to 
effective mismatch candidate elimination on an early stage, so sophisticated and 
computationally intensive operations are focused only on the candidates that are more 
likely to be the best match of the sought pattern. 
In the proposed algorithm of Hel-Or et al. [Hel0r03, HelOrOS], the role of the 
rejection threshold is of paramount importance to both performance and accuracy of 
the pattern matching algorithm. When the threshold is too large, the mismatch 
candidates cannot be rejected effectively, and results in heavy computation burden. 
On the other hand, if the threshold is too small, the best match candidate may be 
discarded due to noise corruption before more sophisticated matching takes place. In 
[Hel0r03, Hel0r05], the rejection threshold is either selected arbitrarily or 
empirically. In real-life applications, it is often very difficult to select a good 
threshold that provides a good trade-off between computation efficiency and matching 
accuracy. In this chapter, we propose a threshold decision scheme based on the 
statistical properties of noise in the image. 
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follow: Section 2 and Section 3 will 
review Walsh Hadamard Transform (WHT) and the pattern matching strategy 
proposed in [Hel0r03] and [Hel0r05] respectively. Section 4 describes the theoretical 
derivation of the rejection threshold from the statistical properties of noise. 
Experimental results are shown in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6 
3.2. Walsh Hadamard Transform 
WHT has attracted attention in image coding [Pratt69] for a long time because 
of its simplicity. The basis functions of WHT are based on rectangle waves with 
peaks of ±1，and have different pulses width. One primary advantage of a transform 
with these basis functions is that the computations are very simple. When we project 
an image onto the functions, all we need to do is to perform integer addition or 
subtraction of pixel values. In 1-D case, the basis function is called basis vector, while 
it is called basis picture (BP) in 2-D case. Strictly speaking, we cannot regard the 
WHT as a frequency transform because the basis functions do not exhibit the 
frequency concept in the manner of sinusoidal functions. However, we define an 
analogous term for use with these types of functions. If we consider the number of 
zero crossings, we have a measure that is comparable to frequency, and we call this 
sequency. Figure 3.2 shows the WHT BPs for 8x8 images. We use white for the +1 
and black for -1. The sequencies of the BPs along the horizontal and vertical direction 
are increasing from left to right and up to down. Suppose we consider an NxN image 
block of pixel values /(义’力，the WHT coefficient c{u,v) of the 2-D image block from 
the projection onto a BP with u and v zero-crossings in vertical and horizontal 
direction respectively is as follows [Umbaugh98]: 
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= . (3.1) 
x=0 y=0 
where N=2", «eZ+，the exponent on the (-1) is calculated by modulo-2 arithmetic 
where the addition © is logical 'exclusive or' and multiplication is logical 'and' 
operations. bi(x) is the 广 bit when we consider x as a binary number. pi(u) is found as 
follows: poiu)=bn.\iu), pi(u)=bn.\iu)@bn.2(u), ..., ;vi(w)=Z?i(w)㊉Z)o(w). bfy) andpi{v) 
are defined in a similar manner. 
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Figure 3.1. WHT basis pictures for 8x8 images [HelOrOS]. 
3.3. Coarse-to-fine Pattern Matching in Walsh Hadamard Domain 
First of all, we formulate the block-based pattern matching problem as follows: 
Given a wanted A^ xA/‘ pattern, pattern matching is to find the location of the best match 
of the same size within an image. The best match of the sought pattern is defined as 
the candidate whose BDM is minimum among all the candidates in the image. In 
general, SAD and SSD are the most commonly employed BDM in pattern matching. 
In the MAE method, the pattern and its candidates are subtracted pixel-by-pixel, and 
the mean value of the sum of the absolute intensity difference of all the pixels in the 
subtracted image is computed The SSD is similar to the SAD measure, but the 
squared intensity difference is calculated instead of the absolute difference. Although 
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it is shown that SSD is the optimum measure when the pattern and its candidates 
differ only by Gaussian noise [FitzpatrickOO], Hoh et al. [Hoh93] stimulated the effect 
of various defects and misalignments situations, and found no significant differences 
in the translation or rotation errors of the MAE and MSE algorithms. Owing to clarity 
and simplicity, 2-D image blocks are written as vectors in lexicographical ordering. 2-
D block of pixels are represented by 1-D column vectors, and the term of Euclidean 
distance is adopted instead of SSD so as to distinguish between the difference in 1-D 
case and 2-D case. In Section 3.3.1，we will review the novel idea [Hel0r03, Hel0r05] 
proposed by Hel-Or et al. in which the Euclidean distance between the pattern and its 
candidates is bounded using WH BPs projections. 
3.3.1. Bounding Euclidean Distance in Walsh Hadamard Domain 
Suppose an NxN pattern image is matched with its candidates of the same size 
in a given image, we arrange the pattern image and the candidates in lexicographical 
ordering, so the pattern image and its candidate are represented by a column vector p 
and a column vector w respectively in 讯隱.A difference vector d is defined between 
p and w in such that 
d = p - w (3.2) 
The Euclidean distance cIe between p and w is then formulated as: 
d 它=||d|| = | |p-w| | = V d ^ (3.3) 
where ||.|| is the L2 norm of a vector. Instead of calculating the Euclidean distance 
between using (3.3), Hel-Or et al. suggested to project p and w onto a set of WH BPs 
to obtain a lower bound of the actual Euclidean distance. Define b ( „ ,v ) as a BP, which 
has u and v zero-crossings along vertical and horizontal direction respectively, in 
lexicographical ordering. Projecting p onto b(„，v) is equivalent to determine the dot 
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product between p and b(„，v)，which has the geometric interpretation as the length of 
the projection of b ( „ ’ v ) onto the unit vector of p when the two vectors are placed so that 
their tails coincide. The dot product or the projection can be regarded as a measure of 
the degree of similarity between two vectors. Similar interpretation can also be 
applied to the projection of w onto b(«，v). 
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Figure 3.2. Projection of p onto b(„,v) 
We define Pp(u,v) and /?w("，v) as the projection of p and that of w onto b ( „ ’v ) 
respectively. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the projection of p onto b ( „ , v ) . From 
(3.2)，a relationship between the projection of p, w and d can be set up as follows: 
p >， v ) = bj„’wd 
= » C ) p - b “ w 
= pp(u,v)-p^(u,v) (3.4) 
where pd(w,v) is the projection of d onto b ( „ , v ) . Since the Euclidean distance is a norm, 
Hel-Or et al. shows that a low bound on the actual Euclidean distance can be inferred 
from the projections of p and that of w onto b(„，v) with the help of Cauchy-Schwartz 
Inequality [HelOrOS]. Assuming b(«,v)being orthonormal (i.e. ||b(„’v)|| = 1), we denote 
the lower bound to be square partial Euclidean distance (SPED) d^{q) where q is the 
number of projection(s) involved in the formation of SPED. In (3.5)，we define the 
SPED with a single projection only with the help of (3.4). 
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4 ^ � ( q = 1) = 力d)" = (Pp(",v) - pju,v)} (3.5) 
Suppose a collection of Q WHT BPs are given where Q>1, the projection of d 
onto a BP b ( „ ’ ’ v , ) from the collection is denoted as p^(u\v') = where 0<m'</V 
and 0<v'<A^. Figure 3.3 shows the projection of d for Q=3. Owing to the fact that the 
BPs are orthonormal, Hel-Or et al. showed that SPED can be further tightened and 
becomes d^{q=Q) [Hel0r05] as shown in (3.6). 
4 ^ dliq = Q)= p j p , > dl{q = 1) (3.6) 
where pd is a vector containing Q elements, which are the projections of d onto the 
BPs from the collection (i.e. pd(w，，v’). As the number of BPs involved in the 
formation of SPED increases, SPED become tighter and tighter. In an extreme case, 
when the number of BPs involved equal to N^, SPED reaches the actual squared 
Euclidean distance. An iterative scheme for calculating the SPED [Hel0r05] was 
suggested to lessen the computation burden in generation of SPED. Suppose an 
additional (0+1产 WHT BP is given after the formation of SPED using the collection 
of Q WHT BPs, the previously computed SPED dp\q=Q) can be updated iteratively 
to dp\q=Q+l) in (3.7). 
4 >d'^(q = Q + l) = d]{q = Q) + p,,v") (3.7) 
where /?d("”，v”）is the projection of d onto the additional BP. 
Hel-Or et al. proposed to calculate the Euclidean distance between p and w in 
WH domain rather than compute the exact distance with pixel values directly because 
a large number of calculations can be avoided if the matching is conducted in WH 
domain. The computation reduction comes in twofold. Firstly, it was claimed that the 
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low sequency order BPs are highly probable of being parallel to the d, a large 
proportion of the distance between p and w is captured by the first few projections 
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Figure 3.3. Projection of d onto three BPs, b(„ , ’v ’>’ b(„，+i’v’) and b(„M’v,) 
onto low sequency order BPs. In other words, SPED is close to the actual Euclidean 
distance after a few projections only. Although Cham showed that the energy packing 
ability of WHT resembles to other well-known transforms, such as Karhunen-Loeve 
Transform (KLT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), on natural images with a 
mean of basis restriction MSE [Cham89], it is not clear how well low sequency order 
BPs perform on capturing energy on d because d may violate the assumption of a 2-D 
zero-mean unit-variance non-separable isotropic Markov process for natural images. 
Hel-Or et al. evaluated the efficiency of WH BPs on capturing distance between 
patterns and their candidates by randomly choosing patterns and their candidates from 
natural images, and determined the portion of total distance captured by the first few 
projections. It was found that SPED from the first 10 out of 256 projections can 
capture over 70% of the total distance. It, therefore, showed that low sequency WH 
BPs are good choices being the projection functions in pattern matching. Figure 3.4 
shows the plot of SPED as a percentage of total distance against the number of 
projections used. Secondly, as mentioned in Section 3.2, projections onto WHT BPs 
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involved integer additions and subtractions only. Although the projection calculations 
are performed many times, it is fast to project patterns and their candidates onto BPs, 
so fast pattern matching can be achieved. Better still, a pruning algorithm, which will 
be discussed in details in Section 3.3.2，was proposed to exploits previous 
computations to calculate projections efficiently. Since the sums of squared 
projections onto WHT BPs approximate actual Euclidean distance well, and are 
effectively to calculate, pattern matching was suggested to perform in WH domain. 
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Figure 3.4. The SPED between patterns and their candidates as a percentage of the total 
distance against the number of projections used. [HelOrOS]. The projection order is according 
to the dyadic ordering that is discussed in Section 3.3.2 
3.3.2. Fast Projection Scheme 
One of the necessary requirements to perform fast pattern matching in WH 
domain is to compute fast projections onto WHT BPs. Hel-Or et al. proposed a fast 
projection scheme in which WHT BPs can be projected very efficiently according to 
dyadic ordering of BPs [Hel0r05], which is shown in Figure 3.5, and Figure 3.6 is 
the corresponding BPs for reference. As you may notice, the dyadic ordering is not 
exactly the same as the conventional JPEG zigzag path [Pennebaker93], but it allows 
computation exploitation and meanwhile captures the increase in spatial frequency. 
Without a prior knowledge, Hel-Or et al. suggested to project BPs from low sequency 
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order to higher sequency order along the dyadic ordering path as shown in Figure 3.5 
[Hel0r05]. Their rationale is that the projections of d onto low sequency order BPs 
contribute over 70% of distance between the patterns and their candidates as shown in 
Figure 3.4，so it allows rapid rejection of candidates that are distant from the pattern. 
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T 6 12 H < ; 0 i o O ffltffl^ 
H 互 互 互 互 H U： j s l f t jSSSfiif烧游 
i l i m i i m =:SS:8£88 欲級猫 
17 19 2 5 2 7 4 9 5 1 5 7 59 竺 妄 S S 簽 运 会 兹 丨 
21 123 129 131 I 53 I 55 I 61 同 | 芸妻 g 髮 |禁 
Figure 3.5. Dyadic ordering of BPs for 8x8 Figure 3.6. BPs of 8x8 images [HelOrOS] 
images 
Hel-Or et al. illustrated their fast projection scheme using 1-D pattern 
matching, which was easily extended to 2-D case. Given a 1-D signal vector of length 
/w and a 1-D pattern vector of length /N where / W > /N，each candidate of length /N in 
the signal vector is projected onto a set of 1-D WH basis vectors. The 1-D projection 
scheme of order 8 is shown in Figure 3.8. There are 1o& ( /n)+1 levels in the tree. 
Every node in the tree represents a vector of intermediate values used in the 
computation. The root node represents the original signal vector. The 产 leaf 
represents a vector containing the projection values of all signal windows 
onto the 产 
WH basis vector. The values at each tree node are computed from the values of the 
father node. The symbols + and - represent the operations performed at a given tree 
node. A symbol + (-) on an edge connecting nodes at level i and level z+1 denotes the 
computation performed on the signal at level i in which the value of entry at s is 
added (subtracted) to the value of entry at 5+A where A=2'. In Figure 3.7, it is an 
example demonstrating how the tree structure works for /N=4. The left hand side 
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signals and right hand side signal at level 1 are obtained by adding and subtracting 
consecutive entries in the signal of level 0 respectively. The four signals at level 2 are 
obtained by adding or subtracting entries at distance A=2^=2 in the signals at level 1 
and so on. Figure 3.8 shows the tree structure for /N=8. The sequence of +/- along a 
tree branch determines the projection vector onto which the candidates of the signal 
vector are projected. For example, the leftmost branch {red path) in Figure 3.8 
calculates DC coefficients of each candidate of the signal vector. Suppose we want to 
project all candidates of the signal vector onto a single basis vector, we descend 
r n r n r h 15| 6|io|8|8 |5 hoi 11 • • • 
21|16|18|16|13|15|11|" • 、 9|-4| 2| 0|3|-5|9|* • • 
I I 11 I " i ~ ~ + + + - ~ ~ “ 
/ / / + + + + + + - - + - - + 十 - + -
|39|32|31|31|^* * • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • • ~ | 1 1 | - 4 | 5|-5|12|- • • ” | 3 | 0 丨 5 | 1 I 幻 … 7 | - 4 | - 1 | 5 | - ^ * • • I I I I I 丨 
Figure 3.7. An example of fast projection scheme for 1-D signal with /n = 4 [HelOrOS] 
+ + + -
+ + + + + + - - + - - + + - + -
/\ /\ 1\ i\ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + — + + — + + + + 一 _ + + _ _ + - _ + + - _ + + - - + 一 + + _ + _ + _ - + - + + _ + _ + _ + -
I I cum rmrm m z e : mn n r a n mm 
Figure 3.8. The tree scheme for computing the projections of all candidates of 1-D signal onto all 
WH basis vectors of order 8. [HelOrOS]. 
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the tree from the root to the desired leaf, which contains the projections of the 
candidates onto the wanted basis vector. The red path shows the way to get DC 
coefficients of all candidates. If we want to project all candidates onto a set of 
consecutive projection vectors along the dyadic path designed in Figure 3.5, we 
extend the previous approach. Since many nodes are common for different projections, 
we start from the latest common node and continue to descend to the desired leaf. If 
we want to get the first two projections, we will first descend the tree along the red 
path and then the green one in Figure 3.8 . 
Although Hel-Or et al. demonstrated how the tree structure works using Figure 
3.7 and Figure 3.8 [Hel0r05], it is unclear how the computations are exploited using 
the tree. In the following, with conventional WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure, 
we investigate how previous calculations are exploited using the tree in 1-D case. 
Based on the concept of dyadic symmetry (DS), Cham et al. proposed various WHT 
fast computational algorithms using dyadic decomposition [Cham87]. Figure 3.9 
shows one of the fast algorithms in butterfly structure for /n = 8 based on DS 1 and 
DS 3 where Xi and cj are the 产 value of a 1-D signal and the first WHT 
、 V 、 ^ J X0+X1+X2+X3 r 7 Co 
- x � - � V ¥ 2 + X 3 a 77 s 
� � + X 3 VX1+X2-X3 V ^ j h C4 
X3 X2+X3 L A x�+x丨-X2-X3 s 
X 4 + X 5 ^ y - W X 6 + X 7 C 2 
X4-X5 -X4+WX7 Z ^ S 
X4-X5-X6+X7 LL Y s 
X7 ^^^^^ X6+X7 L A X4+X5+X6+X7 L A Ci 
Figure 3.9. WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure based on dyadic symmetry 1 and 3. 
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coefficient of the 1-D signal along the 1-D dyadic ordering shown in the leafs of 
Figure 3.8. For examples, c � a n d ci are the DC coefficient and the sequency order 
coefficient of the 1-D signal respectively along the 1-D dyadic ordering in Figure 3.8. 
When we evaluate a cj in the butterfly structure in Figure 3.9，it is corresponding to 
evaluate a single entry in one of the leafs in Figure 3.8. For examples, evaluating co 
and c\, we project the 1-D signal onto the DC basis vector and the sequency basis 
vector respectively, so it is identical to evaluate one of the entries in the leftmost leaf 
and the second leftmost leaf in Figure 3.8. 
Recall the case of 1-D pattern matching, assuming In=8 and /w=12, all 
candidates of length 8 in the signal vector are projected onto WHT basis vectors along 
the dyadic ordering. The butterfly structure in Figure 3.9 can be regarded as the 
structure used to project the first candidates in the signal vector to all WHT basis 
vectors. Therefore, when the neighboring candidate (e.g. the second candidate) is 
projected onto WHT basis vectors, we can visualize the process as sliding the whole 
butterfly structure to the neighborhood as shown in Figure 3.10. Suppose we want the 
first four coefficients along the dyadic ordering, the black values in Figure 3.10 show 
the intermediates of the butterfly structure of the first candidate, and the red are the 
intermediates of the butterfly structure and the coefficients of the neighboring 
candidate. The orange values are the values of the 1-D signal vector. Similarly, we 
slide the butterfly structure to find the four coefficients of the third candidate, the 
fourth candidate and the fifth candidate as shown in Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12 and 
Figure 3.13 respectively. We adopt the same color scheme as in Figure 3.10，and 
green values, blue values and purple values represent the intermediates of the 
butterfly structure and the coefficients of the third candidate, the fourth candidate and 
the fifth candidate respectively. The yellow labeled values are the identical 
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intermediate value at that level among candidates, while the gray ones are the 
intermediates with a single negation difference only. From Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.13， 
one can notice that there are many common values among the intermediates of 
candidates. Therefore, we do not need to re-calculate the previously computed values 
again, so reduce computations. For simplicity, we show the butterfly structure for the 
first five candidates only, but the approach can be extended to more candidates, and 
one may find out that there are growing numbers of common intermediate values, and 
that is the main reason why the tree structure can be performed efficiently. 
X o X o + X 丨 X o + X , + X 2 + X 3 
X3+X4 VX5 Z ^ X丨+X2-X,� 
� ^ ^ ^ ^ X5+X6 \ ^ -X5-X6+X7+X8 ^：^^：^ C2 
X7 ^ ^ ^ ^ � + � y — Y 
X7+X8 L \ X5+X6+X7+X8 L A c, 
X n 
Figure 3.10. WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure of the neighboring candidate of the 
first candidate. Black values are intermediates of the butterfly structure of the first 
candidate. Red values are the intermediates and coefficients of the neighboring candidates. 
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x‘， |Xo+Xi X0+X1+X2+X3 
X1+X2 X1+X2+X3+X4 
X： V ^ ^ ^ X2十X3 \；- J X2+X3+X4+X5 r 1 Co 
Xj Z ： X2+X3 Xo.X丨-X2-X3 ^ - L 
X4 v ^ ^ ^ X3+X4 X4+X5 X1+X2- X3- X4 -X4- X5+X<i+X7 + j - j 
X5 ~ X ^ + X j X5+X6 L A X2+X3- X4- Xs -Xs- X6+X7+X8 Cj 
y X5+X7 ^ J -X6- X7+Xs+X<, 
Xs X7+X, X5+X6+X7+XS U U 
XX+X9 L A X6+X7+X8+X9 L f Ci 
Figure 3.11.. WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure of the third candidate. Green values 
are intermediates of the butterfly structure of the third candidate. Yellow labeled values are 
common intermediate values among various candidates 
X, | x , + x J IXj+Xj+Xj+X^I 
X, X j+Xj Xj+Xj+X^+Xj 
X, X3+X4 X2+X3 \ y Xo+x丨-vxj . �� 
� ^ ^ ^ ^ X3+X4 X.+X, v \ X,+Xj-X3-X, -X.-Xj+X.+X, X J-J 
"5 ''4+X5 X5+X6 X:十 V V X , I n 
"6 Z ^ X,+X, X6+X7 L A X,+X,-X,-X, v W ^ C3 
"7 ——^ l^ +W+xJ C, 
k+d I , V-
[viJ / \ I w y x J y 
X … L A L \ c, 
X|| 
Figure 3.12. WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure of the fourth candidate. Blue values 
are intermediates of the butterfly structure of the fourth candidate. Yellow labeled values are 
common intermediate values among various candidates 
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Figure 3.13. WHT fast algorithm in butterfly structure of the fifth candidate. Purple values are 
intermediates of the butterfly structure of the fifth candidate. Gray labeled values are 
intermediate values with a single negation difference 
We have considered 1-D case in previous discussion, and the 2-D image 
projection scheme can be easily derived from the 1-D scheme. Suppose we search for 
an A/'xA/' pattern in a 2-D image, each candidate in the image is projected onto a set of 
2D WH BPs using a tree structure. For 2-D case, the tree depth is 21og2(A0 and there 
are leaf nodes corresponding to hF BPs. Figure 3.14 depicts the 2-D tree for 
the WHT of order 2x2. Each node represents an N^N image of intermediate values 
used in the computation. The root node is the original N^N image where we search 
for a pattern. The 产 leaf node represents an N^N image containing the projection 
values of all candidates onto the 产 WH BPs. The operations performed at a given tree 
level are represented by the symbols along the edge. Similar to the case of 1-D tree 
structure, the operations performed are additions and subtractions of pixels at a 
distance A = 2["2�from each other. To differentiate the operations performed on the 
rows of the image and on the columns of the image, an arrow is appended to +/- on 
each edge. The symbol on an edge connecting nodes at level i and level i+l 
denotes the computation performed on the image at level i in which every pixel at 
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(sx,sy) at level i is added by the value at (5x,5y+A). Similar to the 1-D tree structure, the 
projections in the tree structure is that of dyadically increasing frequency of the BPs 
as shown in Figure 3.5. 
+ + + + + -
+ + 一一 + - - + • H O B 
Figure 3.14. The 2-D tree structure for computing projections of all 2-D image windows onto all 
2x2 WH BPs [HelOrOS]. The frequency is dyadically increasing (red->blue->green->purple) 
3.3.3. Using the Projection Scheme for Pattern Matching 
Hel-Or et al. adopted a coarse-to-fme matching strategy [HelOrOS] to perform 
pattern matching in WH domain. Based on a few projections onto the low sequency 
order BPs, SPED can give a close approximation of Euclidean distance between a 
pattern and each of its candidate in an image. Rejecting candidates with SPED 
exceeding a certain threshold value reduces the complexity and runtime of the 
matching process significantly. Suppose we are going to search for a 2x2 pattern in an 
image. We assume that the projections of the pattern have been available. In the 
following, pattern matching process is described step by step: 
1. Projecting each candidate in the image onto the DC basis vector. This is the 
same as computing the first branch (red path in Figure 3.14), therefore we 
obtain d^{q=\) from the projection for each candidate in the image from (3.5) 
2. All candidates with greater than a threshold are rejected 
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3. Candidates that have not been rejected are projected onto a higher sequency 
order BPs (blue path in Figure 3.14). The SPED will then be tightened and 
updated to from (3.7) 
4. Step 2 and step 3 will be repeated for remaining candidates to obtain a tighter 
bound by projecting them onto the higher sequency order BPs following the 
green and purple path in Figure 3.14 
5. The process terminate after all the BPs have been projected or until the 
number of remaining candidates reaches a predefined value 
6. SSDs are then computed for each remaining candidates, and the one with 
minimum SSD is chosen the best match of the pattern 
Depending on the number of remaining candidates, Hel-Or et al. suggested two 
different methods, top-down approach and bottom-up approach [Hel0r05], to perform 
projection so as to reduce the complexity and the runtime of the pattern matching 
process. Readers can refer to [Hel0r05] for their analysis and the details. 
3.4. Statistical Rejection Threshold 
Both the accuracy and the runtime of the pattern matching algorithm proposed 
by Hel-Or et al. rely heavily on the rejection threshold, which rejects candidates with 
large SPED from further consideration. As you may notice, if the threshold is too 
loose, mismatch candidates cannot be rejected effectively, and the increase in the 
number of projections and in the number of SPED evaluation results in expensive 
computational costs. On the other hand, when the threshold is too small, the best 
match candidate may be discarded due to the presence of noise. As a result, we can no 
longer find out the best match among the rest of remaining candidates, and the pattern 
matching task fails. In the experiments conducted by Hel-Or et al. in [HelOrOS, 
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Hel0r05, Yehuda05], the rejection threshold was selected arbitrarily or empirically. 
However, it is often difficult to get a good threshold though trial and error, and it is 
more obvious when the image is noisy. In this section, we introduce a statistical 
rejection threshold (TTzr) that is proved being able to discard most mismatch 
candidates and meanwhile retain the correct match. Our proposed statistical rejection 
threshold possesses following properties. Firstly, it is essential that the threshold can 
reject most mismatch patterns effectively and meanwhile retain the correct match. 
Secondly, the threshold should be independent of noise model. There are a number of 
commonly used noise distribution in image processing applications [Gonzalez04], 
such as Gaussian, uniform and Rayleigh. However, we usually do not have priori 
knowledge on the type of noise distribution that is most suitable to the specific 
application, so it is desirable if we can have a threshold that is independent of noise 
distributions. 
In the following, we are going to present the derivation of our proposed T T i r . 
Our idea is to determine the probability density function (p.d.f.) of the SPED of the 
best match candidate by assuming each pixel of the best match candidate being 
corrupted by independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise with mean and 
variance a l . However, we do not assume a particular kind of noise distribution here. 
We aim to propose a threshold, which is suitable for all situations where the i.i.d. 
requirement is hold. Based on the p.d.f. of the SPED from the best match candidate, 
we are able to choose a T T i r that meets our confidence factor (CF), which describes 
our required probability of finding a correct match, say 99.9%. Define Wc be the best 
match candidate of a pattern in lexicographical ordering. We model Wc as: 
Wc=P + n (3.8) 
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where n = «2 is a noise vector from the best match candidate in 
th 2 lexicographical order, and is the i element of the noise vector. From (3.6), dp (q=Q) 
of the best match candidate can be expressed as 
dliq = Q)= T i K A ( 3 9 ) 
where is a set containing the first Q index pair (M,V) along the dyadic ordering in 
Figure 3.5. From (3.8), (3.9) is modified to 
=�=Z(KA = I » ’ v ) ) 2 
(u,v)eQ (u,v)eQ \J-iyJJ 
where pn{u,v) is the projection of n onto b(„,v). Suppose b(„ ”） 办(二)] 
where b:") is the i element of b(„’v)，Pn{u,v) in (3.10) are expressed into 
= (3.11) 1=1 /=i 
where T) is the product of ±1 from the WHT BPs and the 产 element of the noise 
vector. Define the p.d.f. of a pn{u,v) be /",�(M,V)，which is equal to 
八 n = W r ， … … ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
where fj., is the p.d.f. of T), and ® means convolution. With the assumption that the 
best match candidate is corrupted by i.i.d. noise, we can closely approximate the p.d.f. 
of pn{u,v) by Central Limit Theorem as follows. 
… = 吃 ^ " “ ~ J (3.13) 
where //)，v) = f a n d < = f (C)^J^ . For w=0 and v=0, 
/=i 1=1 1=1 
(m,v) = ，otherwise j u j u , v ) = 0 . As a result, the distribution of the 
projection of n onto b(o’o) is a non-zero mean Gaussian distribution, while the 
projection of n onto other b(M’v)is a zero mean Gaussian distribution where and 
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v^O. In (3.13), it is only the p.d.f of a projection of n onto a particular b(„’v). From 
(3.10)，we know that d^{q=Q) of the best match candidate comprises of the sum of Q 
projections of n, so the p.d.f of d^{q=Q) should originate from the sum of Q squared 
Gaussian random variables. Because the distribution of the sum of Q squared random 
variables is a Chi-Square distribution with Q degree of freedom, so we define the p.d.f. 
of dp (q=Q) be f .，which is approximated to 
"p 
f,M = Q)-xl{Kq = Q)) (314) 
where = G)) is a Chi-square distribution with Q degree of freedom and non-
centrality parameter X(q=Q), which is equal to 
Q 
义(" = 2 ) = I X (3.15) 1=1 
Realizing the p.d.f. of d^{q=Q) of the best match, we are going to introduce 
the method to find the rejection threshold. Firstly, we define a confidence factor (CF) 
that describes the required probability of finding a correct match, say 0.98. If CF 
equals to 0.98, it means that the probability of finding the best match is 98% if there is 
a correct match in the image. The CF should be large enough, so that the best match 
will not be rejected. However, the CF should not be too large, otherwise the threshold 
is too large, and the rejection of mismatch can not be effective. In our experiment, 
CF=0.99 is good choice for the trade-off between computation and accuracy. Based 
on the CF and the p.d.f of dp\q=Q) of the best match candidate in (3.14)，we 
determine T J i r from the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of Chi-square 
distribution by assuming the value of c.d.f. to be the required CF, and find the 
corresponding THr from table [Kreyszig99]. Figure 3.15 show the relationship 
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between the p.d.f. of d^{q=Q) of the best match candidate. By assumin the value of 
c.d.f. to be the value of CF, the T T i r is shown graphically. 
0 2 | , , 
. A -0.10 - / \ -: : \ : 
0.1 - \ -
0 09- \ c.df'-0.98 -
O.OD - -:[__ 
0 8 10 18 
SPED T h R Figure 3.15. Illustration of the relationship between the c.d.f of dp\q=Q) and THr 
3.5. Experimental Results 
The proposed threshold decision scheme was extensively tested on a large number of 
images and patterns. For examples, Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 show two typical 
images involved in our experiments. The images are highly textured and contain 
similar patterns, such as faces in Figure 3.16 and flowers in Figure 3.17 respectively. 
To illustrate the performance of the suggested threshold decision scheme, we 
deteriorate the quality of the two images shown in Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 by 
additive noise, and ran pattern matching along with 16x16 patterns, which are 
randomly chosen from the uncorrupted image. The performances shown in these 
examples are common and are attained over many such examples. From Figure 3.18 
to Figure 3.21，we show the images corrupted by Gaussian noises with various 
variances, which represent different degrees of deterioration. But readers are 
reminded that other noise distributions are also applicable if they fulfill the i.i.d. 
requirement. The sought patterns involved in the experiment are selected arbitrarily 
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and randomly from the original image. In order to prevent chosen pattern from being 
plain, we calculate the variance of pixel values of the pattern after the random 
selection. If the variance is smaller than a threshold, the selected pattern will be 
discarded in our experiments, so we can avoid choosing a plain pattern. From Figure 
3.22 to Figure 3.25，we show some typical examples of patterns. 
m 
Figure 3.16. Sample of test photos - "Class Photo" (456x600) 
m 
Figure 3.17. Sample of test photos - "Flowers" (360x240) 
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B K 
Figure 3.18. Original image corrupted by Figure 3.19. Original image corrupted by 
Gaussian noise. ;<n=50, Cn^  = 200 Gaussian noise. /^„=50, = 1000 
mm 
Figure 3.20. Original image corrupted by Figure 3.21. Original image corrupted by 
Gaussian noise. ;/„=50, = 200 Gaussian n o i s e . � = 5 0，= 1000 
m^ fl l y i l i i i 
Figure 3.22. Sample Figure 3.23. Sample Figure 3.24. Sample Figure 3.25. Sample 
of pattern of pattern of pattern of pattern 
Evaluating the performance of the proposed threshold selection scheme, we 
have suggested a metric called percentage of accumulated excessive candidates 
(PAEC), e(^), where q is the number of projections involved in the formation of 
SPED. Suppose q=Q projections are used to form SPED, PAEC 8(^=(2) is a non-
negative value, which expresses the performance of the proposed threshold in term of 
the accumulated percentage of excessive candidates from each iteration in comparison 
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with that from an ideal threshold Thi, which is the best threshold that minimizes the 
number of excessive candidates on each stage of the pattern matching process while 
preventing the best candidate from being rejected. With a prior knowledge on the 
location of the best match candidate, Thi is defined as the sum^ of the differences 
between the projections of the sought pattern and those of the best match candidate in 
a noisy image. It is the minimum threshold that can retain the best candidate in the 
next iteration. However, we never know the location of the best match before the 
pattern matching process finishes, so the ideal threshold is unrealistic and is used to 
evaluate performance of the proposed threshold selection scheme only, and it is 
impractical to pattern matching tasks in real life. We define PAEC as: 
= = (3.16) 
where Rs{i) and R\{i) are the percentage of remaining candidates with respect to the 
total number of candidates using 77zr and Thi respectively after the 产 iteration. In 
other words, e � stores up the percentage of false candidates after each iteration, and 
reflects the total percentage of excessive candidates with respect to the total number 
of candidates in the pattern matching process. For example, s{q=2) is the sum of 
percentage of the remaining candidates after the and the projection. It 
represents the total percentage of excessive candidates resulted after the second 
projection. If Th^ follows Thi closely, TfiR is a good threshold, which is signified by a 
small value of e(^). 
In our experiment, we corrupt the images in Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 by 
Gaussian noise with /^=50 and 500，1000. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) 
‘Instead of sum of differences, the ideal threshold is difference between the projection of the sought 
pattern and that of the best match candidate in noisy image when the SPED comprises of one projection 
only. 
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of each image at various noise levels are shown in Table 3.1. From Figure 3.27 to 
Figure 3.29 and from Figure 3.31 to Figure 3.33，we show zoom-in regions of the two 
images under various degrees of noise corruption. As you may notice, due to the 
addition of non-zero mean noise, the illuminations of the corrupted images are varied 
so an illumination invariant pattern matching algorithm is required in this case. Hel-
Or et al. suggested skipping the DC coefficient on scanning along the dyadic ordering 
as shown in Figure 3.5, so we will start from the first horizontal AC coefficient 
[Hel0r05] when we evaluate the SPED for each candidate in the corrupted 
AI=50, (Tn^ =200 /^=50, o-n^=500 //n=50, a ^ ^ 1000 
Class Photo 18.18dB 14.20dB 11.19dB 
Flowers 18.55dB 14.58dB 11.61dB 
Table 3.1. SNR of images under various noise variances 
Figure 3.26. Zoom in of original "Class Figure 3.27. Zoom in of "Class 
Photo" image Photo" image with SNR = 18.18dB 
m m 
Figure 3.28. Zoom in of "Class Figure 3.29. Zoom in of "Class 
Photo" image with SNR = 14.20dB Photo" image with SNR = 11.19dB 
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WW 
Figure 3.30. Zoom in of original Figure 3.31. Zoom in of "Flowers" 
"Flowers" image image with SNR = 18.55dB 
圓 _ 
Figure 3.32. Zoom in of "Flowers" Figure 3.33. Zoom in of "Flowers" 
image with SNR = 14.58dB image with SNR = 11.61dB 
image. Sought patterns are randomly selected from the uncorrupted image, and we 
search for the patterns in the corrupted images using Th^ and Thi separately. For each 
of the two images in Figure 3.16 and in Figure 3.17, the process of random pattern 
selection and pattern matching (CF=0.99) at each noise level was repeated 100 times, 
and the average results are shown in Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35. From the results, 
we can observe that PAECs grows up as the number of projections increase. It is 
because PAECs accumulate the percentage of excessive candidates from iteration to 
the next iteration, so PAEC curves are monotonic increasing. The PAECs are within 
8% for both images when the noise levels are low (e.g. SNR ~ 18dB) and medium 
(e.g. SNR ~ 14dB). However, when the noise level rises (e.g. SNR ~ lldB), the 
PAECs grows beyond 10%. It is because when the noise level is so high, the 
corrupted images are seriously distorted (see Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37). In order to 
get the required CF, the TIir becomes larger to prevent the best match being rejected. 
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Figure 3.35. Plot of PAEC against the number of projections {q) (Flower) 
a m 
Figure 3.36. Sought pattern in Figure 3.37. The best match of the sought 
uncorrupted image pattern when SNR=11.19dB 
The enlargement of T T z r results in more remaining candidates in each iteration after 
applying TTzr . Therefore, the performances of Th^ in high noise level environment are 
not as good as those in the low or medium noise environment. The false rejection rate, 
which means the best match being rejected, is about 0.5% in 100 trials. On the other 
hand, we can observe that the PAECs of the "Flowers" images are generally larger 
than those of the "Class Photo" image. It is because the patterns in the "flowers" 
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image are very similar to each other, more projections are required so as to reach the 
predefined number of remaining candidates before the evaluation of SSDs. Therefore, 
the derived T T z r is enlarged because of the rise in the degree of freedom of the Chi-
Square distribution; therefore more remaining candidates are left. The experimental 
results shown are typical in many images. Here, we introduced a mathematical 
method to predict the rejection threshold for pattern matching in Walsh Hadamard 
domain. 
3.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we introduce a pattern matching algorithm in Walsh Hadamard 
domain suggested by Hel-Or et al [Hel0r03, Hel0r05], and propose a threshold 
selection scheme to find a statistical rejection threshold to reject mismatch candidate 
after each iteration. The proposed threshold selection scheme performs well when the 
degree of noise deterioration is not serious. From the experimental results, our 
proposed threshold selection scheme results in less than 8% excessive candidates on 
comparison with those from the ideal threshold. Although the performance in high 
noise level is not as good as that in the low and medium noise level, we can never 
have an ideal threshold in real-life applications, so the proposed threshold scheme 
provides a reasonable way to predict a threshold for pattern matching in Walsh 
Hadamard domain. 
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3.7. Notes on Publication 
Parts of the work reported in this chapter have been reported in the following papers: 
N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Statistical Threshold for Real Time Pattern Matching Using 
Projection Kernels", The 2005 International Symposium on Intelligent Signal 
Processing and Communications Systems (ISPACS 2005), Hong Kong, December 
13-16, 2005’pp. 57-60 
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4.1. Introduction 
In the field of video compression, motion estimation (ME) is essential to 
exploit redundancy between successive frames. Among various kinds of ME methods, 
block-based motion estimation or block matching is most commonly adopted due to 
its simplicity. Recall from chapter 1, ME can be regarded as a pattern matching 
problem where "pattern" is a target block in current frame and the "image" is a region 
centered at the position of the target block in reference frame. Block matching is to 
search the region for a candidate block that is most similar to the target block in the 
current frame. Full-search block matching algorithm (FSBMA) is the most common 
block matching method employed in video coding. Each NyN target block at {x,y) in 
the current frame is matched with its candidates of the same size at (x+m,y+n) in the 
reference frame where and R is the maximum search distance. Fast 
algorithms, such as three step search (TSS) [KogaSl], diamond search (DS) [Tham98, 
ZhuOO], cross diamond Search (CDS) [Cheung02], and new-three-step search (NTSS) 
[Li94], try to search fewer points to speed up the computation time. The disadvantage 
of this category of fast algorithms is that they are usually trapped in local error 
minimum, and give sub-optimal results. 
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Recall from Chapter 1，sum-of-absolute difference (SAD) is usually used as 
the matching error instead of the sum-of-square difference (SSD) to reduce 
computation without significant loss of accuracy. Motivated from the idea of the 
pattern matching algorithm [Hel0r03, Hel0r05] proposed by Hel-Or et al, we 
proposed a fast block matching algorithm, namely Fast Walsh Search (FWS), in 
which we suggest a matching error called partial sum-of-absolute difference (PSAD). 
Comparing with SAD, the computation burden of PSAD is much lighter. This new 
criterion is used to eliminate most of the likely mismatch candidates. Our proposed 
algorithm first computes the PSAD between the target blocks in current frame and 
their candidate blocks in the reference frame using a few Walsh Hadamard Transform 
(WHT) coefficients. Since these coefficients can be found efficiently using the 
method outlined in [Hel0r05], the computation is greatly reduced. The candidates 
with PSADs greater than a threshold will be discarded. After the elimination stage, we 
search for the best match from the remaining candidates using another matching error 
called sum-of-absolute difference of DC Coefficients (SADDCC), which maintains 
small computation time and accurate block matching simultaneously. The flowchart 
of our algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1 
Transforming candidate 
— • blocks into WHT ~ 
coefficients 
. Eliminate mismatch Search Ibr the best ^ 
C ^ r t y e a n d u h j j ^ ^ g 丨he 丨]恤h with SADDCC " " H 已 J 
Transforming target 
” ^ blocks into WHT 
coefficients 
Figure 4.1. Block diagram of proposed algorithm 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 will introduce an approximation 
of distance between target blocks and their candidates in WH domain; Section 3 
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describes a two level threshold scheme to reject candidates; Section 4 shows another 
matching criterion which is more accurate than the distance approximation introduced 
in Section 2. The new matching criterion evaluates the similarity between target 
blocks and their remaining candidates in details, and meanwhile keeping a small 
computation requirement. Section 5 analyzes and determines the parameters in the 
proposed algorithm; Section 6 introduces a computation reduction strategy, namely 
rejection, to further reduce the computation but deteriorate the accuracy 
insignificantly. Computation requirements and the experimental results are shown in 
Section 7 and Section 8 respectively. Finally, conclusions appear in Section 9. 
4.2. Approximating Sum-of-absolute Difference Using PSAD 
For the sake of simplicity and clarity, 2-D signals are represented by matrices in 
this chapter instead of lexicographical ordering vectors in Chapter 3. Suppose an NxN 
target block at (x,y) in the current frame is matched with its candidates of the same 
size at {x+m,y+}i) in the reference frame where we define T(;c’y) and 
C(x+m,y+n) be NxN squarc matrices representing the pixel values of the target block and 
one of the candidate blocks located at (jcj) in current frame and at {x+jn,y+n) in 
reference frame respectively. The difference matrix D(州„’州,）between ！ ’^力 and 
C(x+m,y+n) is defined as 
= TV,'v) - C(.v+,,,’)’+„). (41) 
Let C D ( M , V ) , CT(M,V) and CC(M,V) be the WHT coefficients of ！ ^ ’ 力 and C^ x+m,y+n) 
from the projections onto a basis picture (BP) with u and v zero-crossings in vertical 
and horizontal direction respectively. From (3.1)，these coefficients are found as 
follows: 
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C^(u,v) = Cj(u,v)-Cciu,v) 
N-lN-l 
=ZI buy)(“ j) - 广 
1=0 7 = 0 
=1：1：["(房丨,>,+,丨)("](—1广";",一 （4.2) 
1=0 7 = 0 
where T^x,y)(iJ), C(x+nuy+n)iiJ) and D(x+m,y+n)(iJ) are the elements of C(x+m,y+n) and 
D(;c+,„’”,,）at (ij) respectively, and W(/, ；;w,v; N) = (0P,(") ® ^(7)P,(v)] • Sum-of-
z=0 
absolute difference (SAD) d between the target block and the candidate block is 
defined as: 
" = Z Z | d 一州 ( U ) | ( 4 . 3 ) 
1=0 ；=0 
Instead of using SAD to measure the matching error between a target block 
and its candidates, we define a new matching error called the partial sum-of-absolute 
difference (PSAD) and denote it as dp^^iq), which is the sum of magnitudes of q WHT 
coefficients of 0(咖押)， i . e . 
"psa ⑷二 I > d ( "， 4 ( 4 . 4 ) 
where q>\ and S^ is a set of q out of N^ indices along the dyadic ordering as shown in 
Figure 3.5. In Section 3.3.1, it is shown that the squared partial Euclidean distance 
(SPED) from a few projections onto low sequency order BPs can capture a large 
portion of Euclidean distance between a pattern and its candidates (see Figure 3.4). 
Similarly, PSAD can also capture a large proportion of the SAD between the target 
block and its candidates when the CD(M，V) are obtained from the projections of low 
sequency order BPs. As a result, we can perform early rejection to candidates based 
on dpsaiq) where q is small number. Given another CD(M',V') where 0< M',V'< we 
can obtain the dpsa(q+l) by simply updating the dpsaiq) iteratively as follows: 
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" p s a ( g + 1) = " p s a 07) + 击 k D ( « ' ’ V,)| <d. (4.5) 
The candidates with PSAD greater than a threshold Tpsa are rejected from further 
consideration in the next iteration, so computations are focused on the candidates that 
are more likely to be the best match. As q increases, the PSAD gets closer and closer 
to the SAD but the computation requirement also increases. The increments of 
computations come from not only extra additions, subtractions, and absolute 
operations on computing dpsa{q+l) from dpsa{q), but also the operations from 
transforming the remaining candidates in reference frame to obtain the (<?+1)出 
coefficients. 
We can regard PSAD as a lower bound of the SAD. From (4.2)，each WHT 
coefficient of the D(.v+,„,y+„) can be written as: 
c“"，v) = Si:[D——(U)](-l)附減"）. （4.6) 
1=0 j=0 
By the Triangular Inequality, we show that 
k ^ v � 二 一 ( / ’ y ) ( - i , 一 ; 
1=0 7 = 0 
1=0 j=0 
N-\ AM Q � 
1=0 7=0 
Since the magnitude of each CD(M,V) is less than or equal to SAD, the PSAD obtained 
from using all N^ coefficients is also less than or equal to SAD, i.e. 
“ « = 0 v = 0 
< - \ N ^ d < d . (4.8) N-
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As you may notice, there is a significant difference between the SPED and the PSAD 
in our proposed algorithm. In Chapter 3，SPED is calculated from the sum-of-squared 
difference of the WHT coefficients, and it will be equal to the mean-squared error 
(MSE) between the target block and its candidate if all WHT coefficients are used. 
However, in our proposed algorithm, we compute PSAD from the sum-of-absolute 
difference of the WHT coefficients to take the advantage of fast computation of 
absolute operations and good approximation of mean absolute difference to Euclidean 
distance. From (4.8), we know that PSAD may not equal to SAD even if all WHT 
coefficients are used, but we found that the impacts on the matching accuracy are 
insignificantly from the experimental results, so the usage of PSAD is justified on the 
ground of higher efficiency and insignificant deterioration. 
4.3. Two-level Threshold Scheme 
Our proposed algorithm rejects candidates whose PSADs are greater than a 
threshold Tpsa，so the choice of Ipsa is important to both the matching accuracy and the 
computation requirement of our proposed algorithm. If it is too small, the candidate 
with the least SAD may be rejected, so the matching error is large. However, if T^ sa is 
too high, most of candidates in the reference frame cannot be rejected effectively, and 
the computation burden cannot be significantly reduced. In order to reject candidates 
efficiently and accurately, we categorize target blocks into two distinct kinds -
smooth blocks and high activity (HA) blocks, and propose a two-level threshold 
scheme to reject their candidates with different threshold. For smooth target blocks, 
we employ a small threshold rpsas to reject their candidates. On the other hand, a 
larger threshold Tpsah will be used to reject candidates of HA target blocks. 
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In the following, we are going to explain the rationales behind the two-level 
threshold scheme. Firstly, we observe that both the PSAD and the SAD of the best 
match candidate of a target block are small when the target block has few intensity 
changes, so a smaller threshold can be applied to reject more candidates to reduce the 
computation requirement. Even though the best match candidate may be rejected by 
the small threshold incorrectly, a mismatch in smooth area will not be as visually 
disturbing as a mismatch in textured area, or area with high activities. However, it is 
not the case of HA target blocks. Owing to their complex textures, mismatches cause 
serious visual disturbing and contribute a significant amount of block matching error . 
As a result, we propose to adopt a larger threshold to reject candidates of HA blocks, 
while a smaller threshold to reject candidates of smooth target blocks. 
Variance of pixel values of each target block is used to categorize blocks into 
smooth and HA. The variance cr(2�.’力 of the target block located at {x,y) in current 
frame can be calculated by 
< 、 , ) = 击 力 ( “ 力 ( 4 . 9 ) ,=0 j=Q 
where 义，;V) is the mean of pixel values of the target block, which is defined as: 
1 N-\N-\ 
丄 、 j = 0 j=0 
= 击 (4.10) 
2 The contribution of matching error from the two different kinds of target blocks will be shown in the 
later of this section. 
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Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we can reformulate o-^ ^ y^  as follows: 
^Ly) = ^ S E Vm J) - A- (x, y)[. 
丄、/=o y=o 
1 N-\ N-\ 1 N-\ N-\ 
丄、/=o y=o 丄、/=o j=Q 
= 击 i i i k 力 ( “ " . ) - 去 4(o，o) (4.11) 
八 /=0 7=0 JV 
In order to avoid division operations in the cr(2�.),) calculation, we define activity level 
La of a target block as 
La = = " { z i > ( L ’ ) ( U ) ] - ^， 0 ) . (4.12) 
\i=0 J=0 
If La of a target block is larger than a threshold 7>，then the target block classified as 
a HA block, and Tpsah will be applied to reject its candidates in reference frame. On 
the other hand, If of a target block is less than 7>，the target block is classified as a 
smooth block, and Jpsas is applied to reject its candidates in reference frame. The 
choice of 7> has been decided by manual inspection. We found that 
T r 78.125 xA^ "^  =320000 produces reasonably good results for A/=8. The 
classification results on several standard video sequences are shown from Figure 4.2 
to Figure 4.5. Blue and red colors represent smooth and HA blocks, respectively. 
B B H 
Figure 4.2(a). Original frame of "Stefan" Figure 4.2 (b). Classification result of Figure 4.2 
(a) 
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Figure 4.3 (a). Original frame of "Foreman" Figure 4.3 (b). Classification result of Figure 4.3 
� 




Figure 4.5 (a). Original frame of "Claire" Figure 4.5 (b). Classification result of Figure 4.5 
(a) 
In Table 4.1，we show the percentage of HA and smooth blocks and columns), 
and their contributions to the overall MSE and columns) over 30 frames. 
Obviously, most of the errors are contributed by HA blocks, and smooth blocks 
contribute a small amount of errors only. Therefore, we may conclude that the 
matching accuracy of HA target blocks are more important than that of smooth target 
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blocks to overall matching accuracy. It is reasonable to reject candidates of HA 
blocks and smooth block differently. For HA target blocks, their candidates are 
rejected with a larger threshold, so more candidates will be left behind and evaluated 
by SADDCC, which can examine their similarity to target blocks more accurately. 
For smooth target blocks, as the matching accuracy is less important to the visual 
quality and overall matching accuracy, we use a smaller threshold to reject more 
candidates to maximize the matching speed. 
UA Di 1 /^N Smooth Block HA Block Smooth Block HA Block (%) (%) Error (%) Error (%) 
Claire 32^ ^ ^ 12.3 
Toreman 69.7 30.3 95.5 4.5 
"Coast Guard 89.1 10.9 98 2 
"Stefan — 68.7 31.3 99.2 0.8 
"Football 52.8 47.2 — 91.2 8.8 
Mother& , ^ 57.2 42.8 76.7 23.3 Daughter 
Table 4.1. Statistics on the percentages of block types and their corresponding contribution to 
overall MSE over 30 frames. 7> = 320000 
4.4. Block Matching Using SADDCC 
A large number of candidate blocks are rejected using PSAD which needs 
significantly less computation than SAD. In the next step, we need to evaluate the 
remaining candidates with high accuracy level. We know that dpsaiq) gets closer to the 
SAD as q increases. Generally, we can achieve a higher accuracy level using dpsa{q) 
of a larger q but the computation requirement is also larger. In this section, we 
propose to use a new measure called sum-of-absolute dijference of DC coefficients 
(SADDCC) that can attain higher matching accuracy than dp�sa(^q二k!) where k=2', ieZ+ 
and S^={(w,v)| 0< ii, v< k }，but requires even less computation. 
Let T((二 and C二,丨”,丨)be the NxN square matrices representing the pixel 
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values of the target block and candidate block located at (x,y) in current frame and at 
(x+m,y+n) in reference frame respectively. The superscript indicates the block size 
explicitly. Similarly, we denote c!f\u,v) and 4")(M，V) be the WHT coefficients of 
T((二 and Cf二)”„) from the projections onto a BP with u and v zero-crossings in 
vertical and horizontal direction respectively. From (4.2)，the magnitude of the 
corresponding WHT coefficient of the NxN square matrix D^x+m,y+n) is 
C:d(M，V)|=|4")(M，v)-4")(M，V) 
= I Z [ C ) (“ )) - C 二 力](-1)…①;"）（4.13) 
1=0 ; = 0 
where T二 (/，刀 and C二一 (i’j) are the {ijf elements of T二 and C二 
respectively. In the following, we will introduce how the remaining candidates are 
matched with the target blocks using SADDCC. As the name implies, SADDCC is 
calculated from the sum of absolute of DC coefficients. Coincidentally, the 
calculations of SADDCC are mathematically the same as the multilevel successive 
elimination algorithm (MSEA) [GaoOO] proposed by Gao et al.. However, the 
interpretation and motivation of our SADDCC are completely different from those of 
Gao et al.. 
To define the 严 level SADDCC, target blocks and their remaining candidate 
blocks are first divided into k^  sub-blocks where k=2 .^ Each sub-block is of size 
Nk X Nk where Nk=N/k. Figure 4.6 shows an example where k equals 4 and Nk equals 
2. Sub-blocks from the target block and their candidates are denoted by T((二�and 
Cl^/Ly.n) where x'=x+iNk, y'=y+jNk and 0< i, j <k. Let 4"�0，0;x,’）；’）and 
4"*)(0’0;jc,+m，:v’+") be the DC coefficients of the sub-blocks T((么!）and C;?;)…,,+„) 
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— sub-blocks of -一 I — 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6 (a) Original candidate block with N=S. (b) The corresponding sub-blocks with 1=2, k=4, and Nk=2. 
respectively. We define the /山 level SADDCC ddcc(x,y,m,n\l) of a candidate at 
(x+m,y+n) in reference frame as 
心“_^，)；;,"’";/)=&|^约4"吻’0;^ |^’力-4"*)(0，0;“爪，乂+"). (4.14) 
N ,=0 y=o 
From (4.14), we know that the SADDCC of a candidate is defined as the sum of 
absolute difference of the DC coefficients of each sub-block in the target and 
candidate block normalized by I^IN^. 
For brevity, we use to represent dicc{x,y\m,n\l). Here, we interpret ddccG) 
as a matching error closer to SAD than but computing <idcc(0 requires less 
computations than dpsa(q=k^). To show that d^cS) is a better approximation of SAD 
than dpsa(q=k^) where S ^ = { ( M , V ) | 0< u, V </:}, we first rewrite (4.13) to (4.15). Note 
that x' and y' are functions of i and j respectively. (4.15) implies that CD(M,V) from 
NxN block can be computed by addition or subtraction of the DC coefficients of the 
corresponding NkXN/c sub-blocks. 
Co(«,v)| = XE[4"*)(0’0;义'，/)-4"*)(0，0;x,+m’ 一 ) ] ( - l , 一 ; ( 4 . 1 5 ) 
1=0 j=0 
Substituting (4.15) into (4.4), we obtain 
^ w=0 v=0 
= ZZSS[4""(0’0;;c.，W-4"“(0’0;x,+m，/+")](-l)_“";”. (4.16) 
w=0 v=0 1=0 7=0 
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1=0 7 = 0 
As |(_i 广(",响；幻丨 equals 1 for all u, v, i j and k, so (4.17) becomes 
v)| < X , )；•) - y+n)] = . (4.18) 1=0 j=0 ^ 
Recall from (4.4) that 
"psa07 =众 2 )=去 Z I C d M I (4.19) 
八 ( « . v ) e S , 
where S^ is a set of k^ indices and 0< M, V < k. From (4.17), we know that all |CD(M,V) 
is smaller than N^lk^ times d^cS) for 0< u, v <k’ so will be smaller or equal 
to 6?DCC(0 where S ^ = { ( M , V ) | 0< u , V </:}. i.e. 
1 k-\ k-\ 
" p s a ( ” 众 2 ) = T ^ y Z ! M « , V 】 ^ w=0 v=:0 
(4.20) 
In the next step, we show that ddcciO is always smaller than or equal to SAD d. 
Recall that d^cS) is calculated from the DC coefficients of the sub-blocks, so we can 
express the DC coefficients as sums of the corresponding pixels: 
"dcc")="^ZZK"�(0’0;x’,:y,)-4"‘)(0,0;y+m，/+") N , = 0 ； = 0 
务 2 ；-1 jt-1 N,-\N,-\ 
二 ‘ 2 : 2 ： S S 修 ) - : £ S c { S i ’ , + , , ) M 
/=o .v=0 /=0 s=0 /=0 I k-\ k-\ N.-XN.-X Z (4.21) 
1� 1=0 j=0 jr=0 t=0 
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where and C((乂,y+„)(s,f) represent the pixel values at 《；)）and 
respectively. Applying Triangle Inequality on (4.21), we show that ddcc(D 
is smaller than d, i.e. 
k2 k-l k-\ J 2 
心c � 聪 = (4.22) 
,=0 ；=0 .v=0 /=0 ^ 
As a result, 
= (4.23) 
where Sg={(M’v)| 0< u, v Note that k is always smaller than or equal to N, so ddcc{l) 
must be smaller than or equal to d. 
After the rejection of candidates with PSAD, the SADDCC of each remaining 
candidate are computed, and the one with the least SADDCC is elected as the best 
match of the target block. In (4.14)，the k /^N^ will be ignored in the actual calculation 
as it is a constant for all candidates. Users can choose the desirable level of SADDCC 
according to their applications. Higher level SADDCC provides better accuracy at an 
expense of higher computation. In our experiment, we use ddcc(�=2) for N=8. The 
calculation of SADDCC is very similar to the MSEA in [GaoOO]. Both algorithms 
use the sum-of absolute difference of the DC coefficients as the matching error. 
However, MSEA calculates ddcdO from /=0, and aims to calculate the exact SAD of 
pixel value for each candidate. The calculations cease only if ddccG) is larger than the 
most updated least SAD. Although the matching accuracy of MSEA is the same as 
that of FSBMA, the computation of MSEA is higher than the proposed algorithm (see 
Chapter 7). 
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SADDCC can be computed efficiently because cJ/^ C^CXO;;*;’，/) and 
are the intermediate results when we calculate PSAD to reject 
mismatch candidates in reference frame. Owing to the tree-structured projection 
scheme in Section 3.3.2, we have computed c''c'\0,0-,x'+m,y+n) 
while we calculate CT(0,0) and cc(0,0) for the PSAD. The exploitation of intermediate 
data saves repeated calculations and contributes to the high speed and accuracy of our 
fast block matching. For example, Figure 4.7 shows the WH tree for finding the first 
and second coefficients of reference frame when N=4~ and k=2. The grey dots and 
black dots represent of the sub-blocks and the corresponding 
cc(0,0) of a candidate in reference frame respectively. Computing cc(0,0) (i.e. 
black dot) along the leftmost path for PSAD, we actually calculated 
c^ *)(0，0;jc'+w，;y’+") of the corresponding sub-blocks (i.e. gray dots). 
4.5. Optimization of Threshold and Number of Coefficients in PSAD 
The performance of the proposed algorithm mainly depends on three 
parameters: the number of coefficients (q) in PSAD, and the two thresholds, Tps^h and 
Tpsas, used to eliminate candidates. When q is large, more candidates can be 
eliminated correctly. However, we need to evaluate more WHT coefficients of the 
reference and target frames, and perform extra computations in finding the PSAD. 
The extra computations may not be justified if the accuracy is not increased 
significantly. As for Tpsah and Tpsas，our goal is to find the values such that the least 
amount of candidates remains while most of the best match candidates (those with the 
least SAD) are included. This will minimize the computation burden in SADDCC 
computation and maximize the accuracy of matching process at the same time. Since 
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Figure 4.7. WH tree for /V=4 and k=2 
different video sequences possess different properties, it would be the best if each 
sequence has its own set of parameters. However, it is impractical in real-life 
situations as we need to know the properties of the video being coded beforehand. 
One practical way is to find a set of parameters which works well on most common 
types of sequences, and this is the approach that we will use to determine the 
parameters. 
Experiments are performed on a set of video sequences to determine the 
parameters. The sequences include Claire, Foreman, Coastguard, and Table Tennis. 
They represent various common scenes from little to large motions, and smooth to 
highly textured areas. For the sake of simplicity, we relate the two rejection thresholds 
by a ratio i?Th，i.e. Tpsah = RrhXTpsas- Here, we set /?Th to be 15. We will show that the 
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matching accuracy is not too sensitive to this ratio later. The procedures to determine 
the appropriate thresholds are: 
1. Change the thresholds to vary the number of remaining candidates. 
2. Determine the amount of remaining candidates, and thus the threshold, 
that gives matching accuracy close to the accuracy of FSMBA. 
3. Determine the value of q from the result of step 2 to get the best trade-off 
between matching accuracy and computation efficiency. 
From Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.11，we show the average PSNR against the percentage of 
remaining candidates for various value of q. Because the percentages of remaining 
candidates are direct consequences of the values of the two thresholds, so Figure 4.8 
to Figure 4.11 can also be regarded as the average PSNR against thresholds when 
/?Th=15. For most sequences, the PSNRs almost converge to the performance of 
FSBMA when the percentage of remaining candidates reaches a certain value. After 
that, any increase in the percentage of remaining candidates cannot further improve 
the accuracy. It is because the best match candidate is very likely to be included 
among the remaining candidates when the percentage of remaining candidates reaches 
that value. Additional remaining candidates cannot further improve the matching 
accuracy, but increase the computation burden in SADDCC calculations. For q=3, 
the average PSNRs of most sequences converge when the percentage of remaining 
candidate percentage is about 20% (except Coastguard). Another observation is that 
in general, as q increases, the required percentage to achieve FSBMA accuracy 
declines. It is because PSAD is more accurate to approximate SAD when more 
coefficients are used. The candidates with small PSAD are more likely to be the best 
match. Nevertheless, the drop in the percentage of remaining candidates for FSBMA 
accuracy is not significant when q is greater than three. 
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F o r e m a n - A v e r a g e P S N R vs P e r c e n t a g e of R e m a i n i n g C a n d i d a t e s 
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Figure 4.8. Average PSNR against percentage of remaining candidates, Foreman (i?7Vi=15) 
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Figure 4. 9. Average PSNR against percentage of remaining candidates, Claire (/?77,=15) 
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Coastguard - Average PSNR vs Percentage of Remaining Candidates 
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Figure 4.10. Average PSNR against percentage of remaining candidates, CoastGuide (i?7-;,=15) 
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Figure 4.11. Average PSNR against percentage of remaining candidates, Table Tennis 
Alternatively, we can determine the appropriate percentage of remaining 
candidates by sorting the PSADs of every candidate in search window in ascending 
order. We expect that the PSAD of the best match candidate is very small and locates 
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near to the front of the ascending sorted list. We now define the relative sorted 
position of the best match candidate of the 产 target block be Pm(0，which is 
n Index of the best match candidate in sorted PSAD list = r 7 — r r - (4.24) 
Number of candidates per block 
where the index in the numerator is between 1 and total number of candidates per 
target block, inclusive. If the PSAD of the best match candidate is at the front of the 
sorted list, Pm(0 is close to zero. However, if PSAD of the best match candidate is 
near to the end of the sorted list, Pm(0 will approach to one. Ideally, we want Pm(0 to 
be very close to zero so that most of the candidates can be eliminated with a small 
threshold while the best match candidate is retained. Here, we define 7^99% as a value 
such that 99% of all Pm(0 are smaller than or equal to it. The significance of 尺9% is 
that it tells us how many percents of remaining candidates are required if we want to 
retain most of the best match candidates in a frame. We choose 99% instead of 100% 
because PSADs are sometimes unreasonably large even for the best match candidate, 
so we consider those PSADs as outliers. Figure 4.12 shows the plot R鴨 against the 
number of coefficients q in PSAD. It is clear that 7^99% decreases as the number of 
coefficients in PSAD increase, but the increase is not significant when the number of 
coefficients is larger than three. This observation agrees with our previous 
discussions from Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.11. In addition, apart from Coastguard, /?99%is 
around 0.2 (i.e. 20%) when q=3. It means if we retain the smallest 20% PSAD of all 
candidates in a search window, we are 99% certainty to include all best match 
candidates in a frame. This result concurs with the results obtained from Figure 4.8 to 
Figure 4.11 that we require around 20% of remaining candidate if we want the 
accuracy approaching to that of FSBMA. 
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Figure 4.12. Plot of R99�/�against Number of coefficients in PSAD 
From both experiments, we concluded that the best trade-off between the 
accuracy and computation happens when q equals three. According to the 
experimental results, we adjust the value of one of the two thresholds and fix the ratio 
between them at the same time to achieve the required percentage of remaining 
candidates (i.e. 20%). We found that the optimal thresholds are Tpsah: 30xA^' = 1920 
and rpsa^=2x N^ = 128 for 7V=8. The accuracy and computation time of the proposed 
algorithm can be adjusted by changing the thresholds in accord to specific application. 
One noticeable problem of the proposed system is that it performs unsatisfactory (see 
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.12) when the sequence contains large size of highly textured 
area, such as the river surface in Coastguard. This is because the low sequency 
coefficients are not able to capture the energy of the textured blocks. The PSADs of 
the mismatches tend to be small and the percentage of remaining candidates is 
generally higher than other sequences with the same thresholds. Consequently, the 
computation requirement of SADDCC is demanding. However, we found that the 
candidates in texture area are highly similar to each other, so mismatch candidates do 
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not cause much visual disturbing. Recall that we relate the two rejection thresholds by 
a ratio R-n, where we set /^ xh to be 15. From Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.15, we show the 
plots of average PSNR against the percentage of remaining candidates for q二?>. 
Targeting on achieving the accuracy close to FSBMA, we found that the derivations 
of average PSNR among the curves are insignificant even if we double the ratio from 
i?Th=10 to i^Th=20. As a result, we choose i?Th=15 for all our experiments. 
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Figure 4.14. Plot of Average PSNE against percentage of remaining candidates for q=3 (Claire) 
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Figure 4.15. Plot of Average PSNE against percentage of remaining candidates for g=3 (Table 
Tennis) 
4.6. Candidate Elimination by the Mean of PSAD 
Further enhancing the computational efficiency, we propose a simple method, 
called ju-rejection’ to approximately halve the number of candidates for the SADDCC 
calculations. Firstly, we suggest calculating the mean of the PSADs //psad of the 
remaining candidates after the rejection of candidates using Jpsa- Any candidate whose 
PSAD is larger than /^psad is rejected from the SADDCC calculation. From Figure 
4.16 to Figure 4.20，we show the typical p.d.f.s of the PSAD of the remaining 
candidates after rejection using Jpsa for various standard sequences. The red lines 
denote the value of /^psad of that sequence. Table 4.2 tabulates the percentage of 
remaining candidates with and without the adopting ji-rejection. Although the p.d.f.s 
may not be symmetrical about the red line, the ^-rejection can eliminate about half of 
remaining candidates. Though the computation burden has been diminished, we need 
to ensure that the impact on the PSNR performance is insignificant. Therefore, we 
search for the best match candidate of each target block after adopting |i-rejection, the 
average results over 30 frames are shown in Table 4.3. We found that most of the best 
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match candidates remain after ji-rejection, so we expect that the performance 
degradation is negligibly small. Finally, we compared the matching performance of 
our algorithm with and without adopting |i-rejection. The experimental results concur 
with the prediction from the Table 4.3. In Table 4.4, we show the PSNR of our 
algorithm with and without |i-rejection. We found that the average PSNR drop over 
the sequences is only 0.056dB, which is exceptionally small. As a result, we conclude 
that ji-rejection can reduce the computation requirement effectively and adversely 
affect the accuracy insignificantly at the same time. 
X 10-4 PDF of Remaining Candidate's PSAD - Akiyo 
I I I ‘ I " ' i j I ‘ I I I 
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Figure 4.16. P.d.f. of the PSAD of the remaining candidates (Akiyo) 
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X 10-4 PDF of Remaining Candidate's PSAD - CoastGuard 
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Figure 4.17. P.d.f. of the PSAD of the remaining candidates (Coastguide) 
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Figure 4.18. P.d.f. of the PSAD of the remaining candidates (Foreman) 
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Figure 4.19. P.d.f. of the PSAD of the remaining candidates (Mother & Daughter) 
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Percentage of remaining candidates 
Sequence Without |i-rejection (%) With }x-rejection (%) 
Akiyo ^ 19.3 — 
g^ldren — 36.7 18.4 
Claire ^ 11.3 — 
CoastGuard ^ m 
Football 26.3 13.5 
Foreman 
Garden ^ 19J 
Mother & Daughter m 
Stefan 35.3 ITA 
Average 37.21 19.00 
Table 4.2. Table of the percentage of remaining candidates with and without [^-rejection 
„ Percentage of best match candidate remain 










Table 4.3. Table of the percentage of the best match candidate remain after |ii-rejection 
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Sequence With |i-rejection (dB) Without |a-rejection (dB) Drop (dB) 
Akiyo 42.84 42.863 0.023 
Children 30.719 30.849 0.130 
Claire 41.08 41.08 0.000 
CoastGuard 25.885 25.908 0.023 
Football 25.117 25.227 0.110 
Foreman 33.619 33.648 0.029 
Garden 27.428 27.484 0.056 
M&D 36.026 36.095 0.069 
Stefan 26.886 26.95 0.064 
Average: 0.056 
Table 4.4. Table of the accuracy degradation in term of dB after adopting ^-rejection 
4.7. Computation Requirement 
The computation of SAD includes additions (+), subtractions (-), and absolute 
operations (|.|). For simplicity, we assume that the number of operation of an absolute 
operation is twice of that of an addition. Calculating SAD for a 8x8 block requires 63 
additions, 64 subtractions, and 64 absolute operations, or totally 255 operations. 
Therefore, for FSBMA, the total number of operation per frame is 
"ops.刚MA=255 杀(2 尺+ 1 ) 2 (4.25) 
where A is the frame size and Nops . f sbma is the number of operations of FSBMA. In 
our experiment, N=S and R=16, so the number of operations per frame is: 
乂 ps,fsbma==4339A. (4.26) 
Another common fast algorithm, three-step-search (TSS) [KogaSl], the number of 
search points per target block is 81og2尺 + 1’ so the number of operations per frame is: 
A^ ops.Tss = 2 5 5 ^ ( 8 1 o g , / ? + l) = 132A (4.27) 
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where iVops.Tss is the number of operations of TSS. It is about 3% of A^ops.fsbma- Other 
fast algorithms like diamond search (DS), cross diamond search (CDS), and new 
three-step-search (NTSS) do not have fixed number of remaining candidates after 
each iteration; so they do not have a fixed number of operations. In general, if the 
motion of the video sequence is large, they will take more steps to converge to the 
optimal candidates, and result in more operation counts. In static sequences, such as 
Akiyo and Claire, DS is about 30% faster than TSS. 
The computation requirement of our proposed algorithm includes: 
1. Transforming target blocks in current frame using WHT 
2. Transforming candidates in reference frame using WHT 
3. PSAD calculations using WHT coefficients 
4. Adopting |i-rejection 
5. SADDCC calculations 
From Section 4.5, we decided to use three coefficients in PSAD calculation to get the 
best trade-off between computation efficiency and accuracy, so we only need to 
determine the first three coefficients of each target block and its candidates along the 
path in Figure 3.5. Using the fast algorithm in Figure 3.9, it takes 63 additions to get 
the DC coefficient of the target block, and one and two more operations to get the first 
horizontal and the first vertical AC respectively. Therefore, the total number of 
operations to transform all target blocks in a frame is: 
A^ops.FWSaar)=66- .^ (4.28) 
For N=S, A o^ps,Fws(tar)~A. Apart from transforming target blocks, we are required to 
transform every candidate in reference frame. The candidates of a target block are 
highly overlapped with those of its neighbourhoods, so we adopt the transformation 
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strategy of the pattern matching algorithm [HelOrOS, Hel0r05], which we discussed 
in Chapter 3. In our experiment, we transform (Mh-N-l) x(Mw-N-l) candidates in 
reference frame as a whole where N=S, and Mh and Mw are frame height and frame 
width respectively. This strategy can avoid repeated transform of the same block 
when different target blocks are matched. According to [HelOrOS], we use a WH tree 
similar to the one in Figure 3.4, but the depth of our WH tree is six instead of two. 
Transiting from a node down to another node along an edge require A additions or 
subtractions. Therefore, the total number of operations to find DC coefficient, the first 
horizontal AC and the first vertical AC is: 
� S , F W S _ = 2 l o g 2 A^ + 3 . ( 4 . 2 9 ) 
where A^ ops,Fws(reo is the number of operations to transform candidates in reference 
frame. For N=S, A^ops’Fws(ref)=9A. 
For each target block, we need to calculate the PSAD for each candidate. 
Based on dpsa(q=l), a portion of candidates are rejected. The PSAD of the remaining 
candidates are updated to dpsa(q=2). The process is repeated until q>3. For simplicity, 
we calculate the computation requirement of the worst case in which all candidates 
are NOT rejected. However, readers are reminded that this situation has N E V E R 
occurred. It is for the sake of calculation simplicity only. Because we use three 
coefficients in PSAD calculation, we need two addition, three subtractions, and three 
absolute operations for each PSAD calculation. Let M ) P S ’ F W S ( P S A D ) be the number of 
operations required to calculate the PSAD of every candidate of all target blocks, and 
it can found as follows (4.30). For N=S, A ^ O P S , F W S ( P S A D ) = 1 8 7 A . 
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“。。S . F W S ( P S A D ) =杀(2/^ + 1)2(2 + 3 + 6). 
=误 ( 2 尺+ 1)2. (4.30) 
As for the )j,-rejection, it requires to calculate the mean of PSADs of remaining 
candidates only. From Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.11, we realized that there is 20% of 
remaining candidates on average after rejection using rpsa. Therefore, the computation 
of calculating yWpsAD for all target blocks is 
"ops 周— = 0 . 3 杀(2/? + 1)2 ⑴ （4.31) 
where A^ ops,Fws(mean) is the total number of operations to calculate /^ psad for all target 
blocks. For N=S, A^ ops,Fws(mean) is about 5A. We do not include the operations to 
perform division involved in computing the mean. However, one division is required 
per target block only, so it is negligible. 
In our experiment, we use level SADDCC ddccU=2) as the matching error 
for the remaining candidates after |i-rejection. ddcM=2) calculation is equivalent to 
finding the SAD of sixteen DC coefficients of 2 x 2 sub-blocks. Therefore, 
computing ddcc(J=2) for a single candidate requires 15 additions, 16 subtractions, and 
16 absolute operations, i.e. 63 operations in total. From Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.11, we 
can assume there are 20% remaining candidates after rejection using Ipsa. At the same 
time, from Section 4.6, we can further reduce the remaining candidates to 10%. with 
)j,-rejection. As a result, computing t/dcc(^ =2) for the candidates of all target blocks 
requires: 
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" � � s , R W S ( S A D D C C ) = 0.1 杀 ( 2 / ? +1)2 (15 + 1 6 + 32). 
=学 ( 2 / ^ + 1)2 (4.32) 
where A^OPS.FWS(SADDCC) is the number of operations required to calculate the ddcc(J=2) 
for the candidates of all target block. For N=87, A^OPS,FWS(SADDCC) IS about 107A. From 
(4.28) to (4.32), for N=8, the total number of operations iVops’Fws for the proposed 
algorithm is: 
^ o p s . F W S = 〜 o p s . F W S . ( r e r ) + ^ o p s . F W S . ( t a r ) + ^ o p s , F W S . ( P S A D ) + 〜 o p s , FWS, (mean) + ^ o p s , F W S , ( S A D D O C ) 
=(1 + 9 + 187 + 5 +107M • (4.33) 
=309A 
The computation of the proposed algorithm is approximately 2 times of that of TSS 
and 7% of that of FSBMA. Readers are reminded that the total number of operations 
obtained in (4.33) is the WORST case because we have assumed that all candidates 
are NOT rejected in each iteration in the calculation of Nops ,fws(psad), but this situation 
has never happened. Although it is slower than many fast algorithms, our proposed 
system is able to search through every candidate in the search window, so provide 
more accurate block matching result, especially in fast motion scene. 
4.8. Experimental Results 
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been tested with various 
standard sequences, and is compared with full-search block matching algorithm 
(FSBMA), multi-level successive elimination algorithm (MSEA) [GaoOO], and other 
fast algorithms, namely three-step-search (TSS) [KogaSl], diamond search (DS) 
[Tham98, ZhuOO], cross diamond search (CDS) [Cheung02], new three-step-search 
(NTSS) [Li94]. The dimension of the test sequences varies from QCIF (176 x 144)， 
SIF (352 X 240), to GIF (352 x 288). The block size is 8x8 (A^=8) and the maximum 
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search distance is 16. Other parameters include Tpsah = 1920, Tpsas = 128, and 
7>=320000. The first three coefficients (i.e. DC coefficient, the first horizontal AC 
and the first vertical AC) along the dyadic ordering as shown in Figure 3.5 are used in 
PSAD calculation, i.e. q=3. Apart from adopting |i-rejection, we have used the 
level SADDCC (1=2) as the matching error for remaining candidates. 
To show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm on different types of 
video scenes, we categorize all the standard sequences into the following four types: 
• Type 1\ Slow moving sequence with a few textured regions 
• Type 2: Fast moving sequence with a few textured regions 
• Type 3: Slow moving sequence with many textured regions 
• Type 4: Fast moving sequence with many textured regions. 
Type 1 sequences include Akiyo, Hall, and News (see Figure 4. 21). Type 2 sequences 
include Carphone’ Foreman, Table Tennis, and Stefan (see Figure 4.22). Type 3 
sequences include Mother&Daughter, Salesman and Silent (see Figure 4.23). Type 4 
sequences include Coastguard and Mobile (see Figure 4.24). 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4. 21. Type 1 sequence (a) Akiyo (b) Hall (c) News 
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Figure 4.22. Type 2 sequences (a) Carphone (b) Foreman (c) Table Tennis (d) Stefan 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.23. Type 3 sequences (a) Mother&Daughter (b)Salesinan (c)Silent 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.24. Type 4 sequences (a) Coastguard (b)Mobile 
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We have employed peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) between the current frame 
and the motion compensated reference frame to evaluate the performance of the block 
matching algorithms. Table 4.5 shows the average PSNRs of our proposed algorithm 
on various standard sequences, and their comparisons to other block matching 
algorithms. Each red entry represents the highest PSNR among all the algorithms in 
the fast algorithm group. The experimental results are obtained from the average of 
299 frames. Table 4.6 shows the computation times over 299 frames of our proposed 
algorithms, and their comparisons to other algorithms. The entries in Table 4.6 are the 
average over 10 trials, and each trial is run on a Pentium IV 2.4GHz computer. The 
percentage inside the brackets in the column of FWS is the percentage increase of 
computation times FWS on comparison with those of TSS. On the average, the 
proposed algorithm takes 80% to 100% more computation time than TSS, which 
agrees with the theoretical computation requirement in Section 4.7. 
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Average PSNR (dB) 
Full Search Fast Algorithms 
FSBMA I MSEA TSS | DS | CDS | NTSS | FWS 
Type 1 
Akiyo (QCIF) 43.28 43.28 43.20 43.28 43.26 43.28 43.14 
News (QCIF) 36.64 36.64 35.96 36.27 36.19 36.18 36.27 
Hall (CIF) 34.84 34.84 34.42 34.60 34.56 34.52 34.44 
Type! 
Foreman (QCIF) 32.81 32.81 31.29" 31.71 31.57 31.70 32.27 
Table Tennis (QCIF) 32.35 32.35 30.16 31.56 31.41 31.40 31.59 
Carphone (SDF) 32.13 32.13 30.39 30.90 30.79 31.07 31.27 
Stefan (SEP) 24.78 24.78 21.85 21.96 21.86 21.85 23.99 
Type 3 
M&D (QCIF) 39.77 39.77 39.56 39.64 39.63 39.68 39.40 
Salesman (QCIF) 39.48 39.48 39.22 39.39 39.38 39.41 39.18 
Silent (CIF) 36.91 36.91 35.66 35.70 35.61 35.90 35.90 
Type 4 
CoastGuard (QCIF) 32.45 32.45 31.50 32.34 32.36 32.30 31.99 
Mobile (SIF) 23.73 23.73 22.46 23.20 23.43 23.50 22.88 
Table 4.5. Average PSNRs of FWS and the comparison with other block matching algorithms 
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Computation Time (seconds) 
Full Search Fast Algorithms 
FSBMA IMSEA TSS | PS | CDS | NTSS | FWS 一 
Type 1 
Akiyo (QCIF) 30.93 6.609 2.221 1.438 1.641 1.672 4.04 (81.90 %) 
News (QCIF) 30.63 8.578 2.078 1.500 1.953 2.203 3.50 (68.40 3%) 
Hall (GIF) 134.53 35.000 5.213 3.372 2.97 3.806 9.12(74.95 %) 
Type 2 
Foreman (QCIF) 31.41 7.250 1.96 1.63 1.58 1.922— 3.17 (61.73 %) 
TableTennis (QCIF) 30.93 11.297 2.938 2.500 2.703 3.734 4.43 (51.02 %) 
Carphone (SIF) 111.1 34.703 5.813 4.500 4.563 6.125 10.26 (76.60 %) 
Stefan (SIF) 112.89 38.203 4.727 4.155 4.047 4.561 9.02 (90.92 %) 
Type 3 
^ D (QCIF) 一 31.25 8.094 I 2.046 I 1.516 I 2.718 I 3.11 I 3.75 (83.28 %)— 
^ s m a n (QCIF) 一 35.16 7.937 1.954 1.610 1.359 2.094 4.07 (108.70%) 
^ n t (CIF) 130.78 34.222 5.942 3.731 3.410 4.437 13.26 (123.30%) 
Type 4 
CoastGuard (QCIF) 31.41 11.422 1.969 1.516 2.25 2.718 3.70 (88.07 %) 
Mobile (SIF) 110.16 37.042 5.891 4.497 3.758 4.691 10.37 (76.13 %) 
Table 4.6. Computation time of FWS and the comparison with other block matching algorithms 
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4.7.1 Type 1 Sequences - Slow Moving with a Few Textured Regions 
Type 1 sequences generally have higher PSNR than other types of sequences. 
The average PSNR are shown in Figure 4.25. It is because the motions are relatively 
slow, and simple translation is adequate in describing the motions of target blocks. 
The difference between target blocks and the best match candidate is very small, 
resulting in high PSNR. Because the motion is very small, motion vectors tend to be 
close to the centre of the search regions. This phenomenon favours the algorithms 
which put more emphasis on the centre, such as DS, CDS, and NTSS. The 
performance of FWS is not so good; FWS is close to performance of the fast 
algorithms only. However, the visual effect is not degraded significantly. If the 
comparison is performed based on MSE, the magnitude of the MSB increases from 
the FWS is actually very small. For example, in Akiyo (QCIF), the lowest MSE is 
4.097，which is obtained from NTSS. FWS has an MSE of 4.318，which is about 5% 
more than NTSS. However, an increase of 0.221 in MSE may not be noticeable to the 
viewer (see Figure 4.27). Figure 4.26 shows the PSNR of Akiyo sequence for each 
frame. The PSNR obtained by different algorithms are almost the same. 
Average PSNR of Type 1 Sequences 
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Figure 4.25. Plot of the average PSNR of Type 1 sequences from various algorithms 
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Akiyo - Plot of PSNR of Each Frames 
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Figure 4.26. Plot of the PSNR of each frame of Akiyo sequence 
Figure 4.27 (a). Motion compensated frame Figure 4.27 (b). Motion Compensated frame 
using NTSS using FWS 
4.7.2 Type 2 Sequences - Fast Moving with A Few Textured Regions 
Type 2 sequences possess similar spatial characteristics to those in Type 1. 
However, owing to relatively larger motions in the sequences, the motion 
compensated frames have often larger errors, so the PSNRs are generally lower than 
those of Type 1 sequences. In Figure 4.28，we show the plots of average PSNR of 
Type 2 sequences from various algorithms. Our FWS perform very well in this type 
of sequences, and gives the highest PSNR among all fast search algorithms for all test 
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sequences. It is because the large motions in the sequences result in more disperse 
motion vector directions such that the motion vectors are unlikely to be close to the 
centre of the search window. Therefore, the fast matching algorithms that work well 
in Type 1 sequences do not work well here. However, FWS searches through all 
candidates in a search windows like FSBMA, so it is not easily trapped in local 
minimum around the centre. Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30 show the plot of PSNR of 
each frame for Foreman and Stefan. It is obvious that FWS performs much better 
than other algorithms in these fast motion scenes. 
Average PSNR of Type 2 Sequences 
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Figure 4.28. Plot of the average PSNR of Type 2 sequences from various algorithms 
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Foreman - Plot of PSNR of Each Frames 
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Figure 4.29. Plot of the PSNR of each frame of Foreman sequence 
Stefan - Plot of PSNR of Each Frames 
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Figure 4.30. Plot of the PSNR of each frame of Stefan sequence 
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4.7.3 Type 3 Sequences - Slow moving with Many Textured Regions 
Similar to the sequences in Type 1，the sequences in Type 3 contain relatively slow 
motion, thus the motion vectors tend to close to the centre of the search window. The 
matching is usually accurate and the average PSNR is relatively high. The 
performances of FWS on Type 3 sequences are similar to those in Type 1 sequences. 
FWS cannot outperform the fast algorithms in this category, but the discrepancies of 
visual quality may not be noticeable as the PSNRs of the sequences are high. In 
textured areas, the differences between the target blocks and their candidates comprise 
of a large portions of high frequency components, so the information contents 
captured by the first three WHT coefficients in PSAD calculation are not sufficient, 
therefore the PSADs are relatively small even when the match is not correct. Owing 
to inefficient rejection of mismatch candidates, the percentage of remaining candidate 
will be large, causing longer computation time. Furthermore, textured areas cause 
problem when performing matching using SADDCC, which can be considered as a 
low-passed sample of the original block. Details of textured areas are discarded 
during low-pass filtering, and produce erroneous matches when we use SADDCC to 
find the best match candidate. Figure 4.31 shows the average PSNR of the type 3 
sequences. 
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Average PSNR of Type 3 Sequences 
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Figure 4.31. Plot of the average PSNR of Type 3 sequences from various algorithms 
4.7.4 Type 4 Sequences - Fast moving with Many Textured Regions 
When a sequence has a large highly textured area and the motion is very fast, 
finding a good match in the reference frame is the most difficult. This can be seen in 
the relatively lower average PSNR in Figure 4.33. The performances of FWS in Type 
4 are the worst among the four types. It does not produce the highest PSNR among all 
fast algorithms. The reasons are similar to those in Type 3. However, if the texture 
area contains such dense and regular patterns, such as the waves in Coastguard, the 
error in matching cannot be visually noticeable by the user, even when the magnitude 
of the error is high (see Figure 4.32). 
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Figure 4.32 (a). Motion compensated Figure 4.32(b). Motion compensated frame 
frame with FSBMA (PSNR=33.41dB) with FWS (PSNR=32.08dB) 
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Figure 4.33. Plot of the average PSNR of Type 4 sequences from various algorithms 
In conclusion, the proposed algorithm performs much better than other fast 
search algorithms when the video sequences contain relatively large motion and not 
too many textured regions. When the motion is small, the PSNRs of the sequences 
are relatively high, and all algorithms perform similarly. The slight differences in 
PSNRs may not be visible by the viewers. When the spatial activity is high, i.e. the 
sequences contain lots of textured areas; the performance of the proposed algorithm 
may not be as good as other algorithms. 
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4.9. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we propose a new block matching algorithm, namely Fast 
Walsh Search. This algorithm utilizes the energy packing property of Walsh-
Hadamard Transform to form a new matching error, called partial sum-of-absolute 
difference, to eliminate the mismatch candidates in the early stage, so reduce 
computations. After rejecting the mismatch candidates by an effective two-levels 
threshold scheme, FWS matches the target blocks and their remaining candidates 
using anther matching error, namely sum-of-absolute difference of DC coefficients 
which can be computed efficiently by exploiting the previous intermediate results. 
Depending on the applications, users can choose different parameters to get the 
desired trade-off between the computation time and the accuracy. The advantage of 
proposed algorithm is that unlike many fast algorithms, all candidates in the search 
window are tested. Trapping in local optima can be avoided. It is important to videos 
with mild to high motion. From the experimental results, Fast Walsh Search 
outperforms other algorithms in videos with significant motion. On the other hand, it 
does not outperform other fast block matching algorithms in scenes with very little 
motion and large highly textured regions. However, the matching error discrepancies 
are not visually noticeable in these situations. Because we never know the type of 
scene of a video sequence before encoding, our proposed algorithm can give a 
balanced performance. 
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4.10. Notes on Publications 
Parts of the work reported in this chapter have been reported in the following papers: 
4. N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Fast Block Matching Algorithm in Walsh Hadamard 
Domain", Proceeding of the Asian Conference on Computer Vision (ACCV 
2006), Hyderabed, India, January 13-16, 2006, pp.712-721 
5. CM. Mak, N. Li, W.K. Cham, "Fast Motion Estimation in Walsh Hadamard 
Domain", The 2005 International Symposium on Intelligent Signal Processing 
and Communications Systems (ISPACS 2005), Hong Kong, December 13-16, 
2005, pp. 349-352 
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Chapter 5, Conclusions & Future Works 
5.1. Contributions and Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have reviewed many block matching algorithms (see Chapter 
2), and looked into the details of the pattern matching algorithm [HelOrOS, Hel0r05] 
proposed by Hel-Or et al.. We examined their approximation of Euclidean distance 
between pattern and its candidates by projections of the image blocks onto Walsh 
Hadamard (WH) basis pictures, and investigated the rationale behind the fast WH 
projection scheme. Extending the notion of Hel-Or et al.., we have proposed a 
threshold decision scheme to facilitate pattern matching in WH domain (see Chapter 3) 
by making use of the statistical properties of noise in the image. Furthermore, we 
proposed a fast block matching algorithm in WH domain, namely Fast Walsh Search 
(FWS), which adopts coarse-to-fine searching strategy to find the best match 
candidates (see Chapter 4). We introduced two new matching criteria, called partial 
sum-of-absolute difference and sum-of-absolute difference of DC coefficients to match 
target blocks and their candidates. These criteria can be computed more efficiently 
than the conventional sum-of-absolute difference (SAD). Computation exploitation 
and candidate quantity reduction technique have also been suggested to cope with the 
demanding computation requirement of video coder. 
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5.1.1. Statistical Rejection Threshold for Pattern Matching 
In the proposed pattern matching algorithm of Hel-Or et al., matching errors 
between pattern and its candidates are computed based on a few projections of the 
image blocks onto WH basis pictures. It is of paramount of importance to keep the 
best match candidates and reject as many mismatch candidates as possible. To 
achieve this goal, the role of rejection threshold is critical. When the threshold is too 
large, the mismatch candidates cannot be rejected effectively, and results in heavy 
computation burden. However, if the threshold is too small, the best match candidate, 
which has been corrupted by noise, may be discarded before more sophisticated 
matching takes place. But the rejection threshold in [HelOrOS] and [Hel0r05] is either 
selected arbitrarily or empirically. In real-life applications, it is often very difficult to 
select a threshold that provides a good trade-off between computation efficiency and 
matching accuracy. 
In Chapter 3，we have derived a threshold theoretically from the statistical properties 
of noise in an image. Owing to the use of Central Limit Theorem, our proposed 
threshold scheme can work independent of the kind of noise distribution. Better still, 
based on the required probability of getting the best match, the magnitude of threshold 
can be adjusted accordingly. Experimental results show that our suggested threshold 
decision scheme results in less than 8% excessive candidates on comparison with 
those from the ideal threshold, and is provides a reasonable way to predict a threshold 
for pattern matching in Walsh Hadamard domain. 
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5.1.2. Fast Walsh Search 
In Chapter 4，we proposed a coarse-to-fine block matching algorithm, namely 
Fast Walsh Search (FWS). Firstly, target blocks are matched with all of their 
candidates using a new matching error, called partial sum-of-absolute difference 
(PSAD). PSAD can be regarded as a coarse matching criterion that cannot only reject 
mismatch candidates, but also be computed very efficiently. Because PSAD 
comprises of the projections of images blocks onto Walsh Hadamard basis pictures, 
so the algorithm is namely Fast Walsh Search. A two-level threshold rejection scheme 
is proposed to reject candidates differently based on the characteristics of their target 
blocks. A candidate quantity reduction technique, called |i-rejection, is suggested to 
further reduce the number of remaining candidates. Ultimately, all remaining 
candidates are matched with their target blocks with another new matching error, 
sum-of-absolute difference of DC coefficients (SADDDCC). SADDCC is more 
computationally intensive than PSAD, but it can measure the matching error between 
the target block and its remaining candidates more accurately than PSAD. Because 
the number of remaining candidate is relatively small, the computation requirement of 
the matching algorithm is not adversely affected. 
From the experimental results, FWS outperforms other fast algorithms in 
videos with significant motion. On the other hand, it does not outperform other 
algorithms in scenes with very little motion and large highly textured regions. 
However, we show that the matching error discrepancies are not visually noticeable in 
these situations in Section 4.7.4. Because we never know the type of scene of a video 
sequence beforehand, our proposed algorithm can give a balanced performance. 
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5.2. Future Works 
The future works of this thesis can be divided into two aspects. Firstly, the 
current threshold decision scheme has made assumption that the noise corrupting an 
image is independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.). However, this assumption is 
sometimes not valid. For example: In block-based motion estimation, the best match 
candidate in reference frame can be modeled by its target block in current frame 
corrupted by noise, but the distribution of noise is unknown and non-stationary. It 
changes from frame to frame. Most importantly, each pixel of the best match 
candidate suffers from various kinds and degrees of noise corruptions [Zheng02]. The 
noise also demonstrates some kind of dependence, so our assumption is violated. One 
of the improvements of this thesis is to eliminate or modify the assumption, so the 
decision scheme can be applied to more applications. 
Secondly, we suggest extending the FWS to support variable block-size (VBS) 
motion estimation. In the latest H.264 video coding standard, all profiles allow VBS 
motion estimation to take good trade-off between bit-rate and motion compensation 
accuracy. Recall the 2-D fast projection scheme in Section 3.3.2’ the projections of 
16x16 block, 8x8 block and 4x4 block onto Walsh Hadamard basis picture can be 
generated efficiently by exploiting computation, so a fast search of all kinds of 
partitions may be developed in FWS. Furthermore, analyzing target blocks and their 
candidates, we cannot only consider the PSAD of a candidate but also other criteria, 
such as the prediction of MVs of that candidate from neighboring blocks, to decide if 
the candidate should be rejected or not. In this way, we are targeting on a best match 
candidate that is optimized for both motion compensation accuracy and bit-rate to 
encode the motion vectors. Finally, an adaptive thresholding scheme is most desirable 
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so that candidates in reference frame can be rejected more accurately. The scheme 
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